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Huma~ forgiveness is always a personal response to 
p8rsonaJ wrong. In this it differs fro~ pardon, Khich is 
a social activity undertaken only by one qualified to do 
so. Forgiveness is different from both understanding 
and tolerance in its response to personal wrong. 
True forgiveness always includes the letting go of 
resentment and results in healing for the one who 
forgives. Prior to an act of forgiveness, repentance 
on the part of the wrongdoer is desirable, but not 
essential. When repentance does take place, forgiveness 
includes a measure of trust being placed in the one for-
given. Since forgiveness is difficult, there are ways 
in which it is falsified, knowingly or unknowingly. 
Forgiveness is also difficult for the one being 
forgiven. He should be given the opportunity to make 
reparation. Many situations involve wrongs on both sides 
with a consequent need for mutual forgiveness. Sometimes 
an individual will feel it appropriate to repent of 
wrongs committed by those whom he is seen to represent. 
Self-forgiveness, though difficult to understand and open 
to abuse, is a real and necessary activity. 
God's forgiveness is examined from the three~fold 
perspective of release from debt, justification, and the 
personal bearing of hurt and renewal of fellowship. Each 
perspective is found in the teaching of Jesus and Paul, 
although their emphases differ. From all three perspect-
ives, the Cross is found to be the cost of forgiveness. 
Finally, the thesis notes the elements common to 
human and divine forgiveness. Both are personal, and so 
involve the feelings. Forgiveness is costly for both man 
and God. It is risky, for it can be refused or abused. 
It is a necessity, since both man and God have a deep need 
to be reconciled to those from whom they are estranged. 
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4. 
HG~A~ AND DIVINE 
In trogu ct~_oD-~--~ T~~ _jmQO[i:,a_l}_Ce __ C?J _for g~Y-~!1~ s ::>. 
For~ivenoss stands at the heart of Christian faith 
and life. Jesus taught his disciples both to ask for 
and to offer forgiveness. 1 Christians, Sunday by Sunday, 
state their belief in the for~iveness of sins. 
The importance of forgiveness has been stressed by 
Christian writers through the centuries and thoughtful 
Christians of the twentieth century have affirmed their 
verdict. The late Bishop Stephen Neill asserts that 
"Forgiveness is at the heart of the universe. 112 Jean 
Vanier believes that "Forgiveness is the greatest factor 
of growth for any human being. 113 Peter Hinchliff adds 
that "Forgiveness, which is central to Christian faith, 
is also central to Christian morality 11 , 4 while H.R. 
Mackintosh 1.vrites: "The certainty of forgiveness in Christ 
is, if not the sum, at least the secret of Christian 
religion. 115 
No writer of recent times has expressed the absolutely 
vital imnortance of forgiveness, both human and divine, in 
the work of human affairs more strongly than Charles 
Williams: 
If there is one thing which is obviously either 
part of the universe or not - and on knowing 
whether it is or not our life depends - it is 
the forgiveness of sins. Our life depends on 
it in every sense. If there is God, if there 
is sin. if there is forgiveness. we must know 
it in order to live to him. If there are 
men. and if forgiveness is part of the inter-
changed life of men, then 1.,re must know it in 
order to live to and among them. Forgiveness. 
if it is at all a principle of that inter-
changed life, is certainly the deepest of all; 
if it is not, then the whole principle of 
interchange is false. If the principle of 
retributive justice is our only hope we had 
certainly better know it. Because then, 
since retributive justice strictly existing 
everywhere is staringly impossible. all our 
hopes of interchange and union. of all kinds. 
are ended at once; and we had better kno1v 
that. 6 
But what is forgiveness? In a sense, everyone knows 
what it is to forgive and be forgiven. when it happens. 
~ut the fac~ is that it does ~ot tappen nearly often 
P.l}nil~(no ':!11-ile pRy-inc, lin SRrv~r.e to its i::1~1ortance~ 
many people find it possible to live vital areas of their 
lives untouched by it, to the do~rirncnt both of them·· 
c:;clvss r:md of tLose &:cound i:,her:o 
Moreover, forgivcnes3 is of~en misunderstood. On 
the one ba:nd it is con:'useo1·rith 11 pr;.rr1onn, a related but 
distinct concept. On the other hand, it is confused 
with tolerance or condonation. a related but different 
response to personal wrong. Other sources of confusion 
concern the relationship between forgiveness and repent-
ance, forgiveness and trust, the place of resentment, 
the connection between forgiving and forgetting, and 
what it means to forgive oneself. These and other topics 
form the substance of Part I of this thesis. 
The approach in this section has been to draw on 
insights from several different disciplines, philosophy, 
osychology and theolo~y. as well as those of novelists, 
playwrights and poets. Such an approach leads inevitably 
to the use of a number of quotations. The intention is 
that these will help the reader to feel the full force 
of each point being made, rather than distract in any 
way from the flow of the argument. 
In order to "earth 11 the discussion in lived exper~ 
ience, the writer visited Northern Ireland in October 
1984. In Belfast, and at Rostrevor, Co.Down, he met a 
number of people Hho had had to forgive at considerable 
personal cost. Their experience is incorporated in the 
body of the text. No footnotes are appended to their 
comments, since all, without exception, were made direct 
to the writer during the period October 18th to 22nd, 1984. 
Many of these Irish stories have a political dimens-
ion, as do several other incidents related. The \Hi ter 
is aware that there is a growing interest in the whole 
subject of the oolitics of forgiveness, that is, forgive-
ness as it can manifest itself specifically in the 
political sphere. Since in this thesis we are looking 
at human forgiveness primarily, though not exclusively, 
on a one-to-one basis, this aspect is not discussed 
r, 
I 
referred to the For~ivenecs and Politics Study Froject. 7 
Just o.s hurr.an .:forgiveness is often misunderc:;Lood, 
sn is divinP forgiveness. Again, Christians kn~w in 
experience the forgiveness _,.. . O.L SJ_ns. But if they have an 
J.mperfect understandin~ of human forgiveness, tho chances 
arc that they uill also have an imperfect understandin.::: 
of divine forgiveness. One of the main reasons for this 
is that people frequently fail to see any connection at 
all between the two sorts of forgiveness. The oft-
quoted Hords of the dying Heine~ n God Hill forgive me ·· 
it 1 s his business" express the attitude of many people 
today, both inside and outside the church. What is for 
us human beings difficult, costly and at times utterly 
beyond us, is deemed to be for God as easy as "falling 
off a log". 
Part II of this thesis then will examine divine 
forgiveness. The approach will be different in that we 
sLdll -Lct:h.tJ l-hnot: parables of Jesus. iden tiiy the key 
thought in them, and show their development in the think-
ing of Paul. Because of this approach, certain questions 
have had to be omitted. What place does sacrifice have 
in divine forgiveness? Is there a place or state of 
final unforgiveness? Is there any sense in which God 
needs not only to forgive, but to be forgiven? 
Another aspect of God's response to wrong receives 
only cursory treatment. A distinction is made between 
pardon and forgiveness, and we note that God both pardons 
and forgives. The Cross is frequently seen to be the 
place of God's forgiveness. But the Cross as the place 
of God's pardon, and the thorny question of substitution-
ary "punishment 11 , have had to be left on one side. 
But this last omission may actually be an advantage. 
For the aim of this thesis is to concentrate very defini-
tely on the subject of forgiveness, rather than pardon. 
The work might be seen as an extended commentary on the 
petition in the Lord 1 s Prayer: "Forgive us our sins, 
as He forgive those who sin against us". The hope is 
that our study will result in a clearer understanding 
thEt understanding, a~d c.l so through teaching of 
:P.sns And raul, of Hhat it means for God to forz·jye 11s, 
Our concluding section, then, will summarise the 
similarities and differences bet1.-:een h-:1m<i.11 ancl d~ vine 
fo~~ivcneGs, and jdentify wh~t seem to be the most vit~~ 
characteristics of this most vital of personal activities. 
1 
-'-• 
For a fu.ll disc;;;ssion of the teaclLl.ng of Jesus 
about human forgiveness. which underlies the 
comments of many of those quoteO. in Part I. 
see Appendix A. 
All quotations from the Bible are taken from 
The New ~n~lish Bible OUP/CUP (NT First Edn. 
·l96D-.-I97o. except where otheruise indicated. 
2. S. Neill : A aenuinely human existence Constable. 
1959. p.211. 
3. J. Vanier : Address in Canterbury Cathedral. 
September 1983. Quoted by E. de VJaal ~~~~k;il}_g 
God Collins. Fount Paperbacks in association 
uith Faith Pres& 1984. p.l33. 
4. P. Hinchliff : Holiness and Politics Darton. 
Longman and Todd. 1982. p.59. 
5. H.R. Mackintosh : The Christian Experience of 
Forgiveness (Nisbet and Co. -i927) Fontana Books. 
1961. p.l5. 
6. C. Williams : He came do-vm from heaven and The 
forgiveness of sins Faber and Faber. 1950. pp. 
107-108. (The forgiveness of sins originally 
published by Geoffrey Bles. 1942). 
::I 
7. See for instance their study material in Foraiveness 
and Politics : Britain and Ireland ~ a test case 
Forgiveness and Politics Study Project, 1984. 
PART I HU~AN FORGIVENESS 
l. FORGIVENESS AND ?AR~Q~ 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines to forgive 
as 11 to remitp let offp or pardonu. 
Here are two examples from Shakespeare. 1 In tho 
last scene of The i·1er_chan_i__~_f Venice, Bassanio, tricked 
into surrendering the ring given him by Portia, pleads 
with her~ 
'Portia, forgive me this enforced vJrong 1 (5.1.240) 
Seven lines later, he tries again~ 
1Pardon this fault, and b~r my soul I SHear I 
never more will break an oath with thee.' 
(5.1.247L08) 
lC'. 
In Th~_ljj.n t_§_~~- Tal_~, Leon tes, king of Sicilia, has 
foolishly misinterpreted the friendship of his wife with 
Polixenes, king of Bohemia. He comes to believe that 
Polixenes is the father of his daughter, Perdita. At 
the end of the play, the king is happily reconciled first 
with his daughter and his friend Polixenes~ 
Third Gent ..• 'Our king, being ready to leap out 
of himself for joy of his found daughter, as if 
that joy were now become a loss, cries 1 0, thy 
mother, thy mother!' then asks Bohemia forgive-
ness; ...•.•. '. (5.2.53-57) 
Finally he is reunited with his wife, Hermione; he 
addresses her and Polixenes~ 
... 'both your pardons, 
That e'er I put between your holy looks 
My ill suspicion ...... 1 • (5.3.147-9) 
This tendency to use the word 11 pardon 11 in the sense 
of personally forgive, has remained standard English. 
Theologians who write on the subject of forgiveriess are 
thus perfectly within their rights to use 11 forgiveness 11 
and 11 pardon 11 interchangeably, as does, for instance, 
H.R. Mackintosh in his standard work The Christian 
~xperience of Forgiveness. 2 
Hmvever, it is quite obvious that the word 11 pardon 11 
is used in legal and social contexts which are distinct 
from the essentially personal world of forgiveness. 
Because the two words eRn on occasion be used 
synonymously~ we sometimes fail to make this important 
con~eptual distinction between personal forgiveness 
and social pardon. 
H.S. Downie in his book Roles and Values draws out 
this distinction most helpfully. First of all. Downie 
notes. forgiveness is personal. It relates to an 
injury inflicted on a person. whereas pardoning relates 
to an offence. the breaking of rules. 
JL 
Secondly, forgiveness does not deny that a moral 
wrong has been committed; it is not condonation. Pardon, 
however, involves letting a person off the "merited 
consequences of his actions". Thirdly, forgiveness is 
open to anyone who has been injured; pardon is open 
only to one qualified to condone a breach of the rules, 
such as a monarch or club chairman. From this it follows 
that 11 I pardon ;vou 11 is a performRtive utteran.cc. the 
word constitutes the deed. But "I forgive you" may or 
may not be true - it all depends on the personal attitude 
of the one speaking. 3 
Shakespeare can furnish us with numerous examples of 
"pardon" in the sense that Downie describes it. ~1any 
of his comedies end in a welter of "pardons 11 • dispensed 
by a Duke or King, - a necessary device for securing a 
happy ending after the misdemeanours of the play's 
characters. At the end of Measure for Measure 2 for instance, 
Escalus, Isabel, Claudio. Angelo. Bernadine and Lucio are 
pardoned by the Duke in quick succession for a variety of 
offences ranging from the petty to the heinous. 
At the conclusion of The Merchant of Venice. Shylock's 
life is spared by the Duke with the words: 
'That thou shalt see the difference of our spirits 
I pardon thee thy life before thou ask it. 1 ( 4. l. 
369-70) 
But the pardon is limited, Shylock loses half his 
property. is instructed to whom he may leave the remainder 
and is forced to convert to Christianity! (4.1.38.-393). 
In the same way, Lucio in Measure for Measure is spared 
ori~ina11;v prcmiccc,: cy t~JL' 
Duke (5.::L.515), but is still compellEd to marry }~ate 
Duke~ 'Upon mine honour, thou shalt marry her. 
Thy slanders I forgiv~: and therewithal 
remit thy other forfeits. Take him to 
prison. And sse o~r pleasure 
heroin executui. 1 
Lucio: 1 !·1arrying a pu::1k, my .1 ord, is pressing to 
death, whippinG and hanging. 1 
Duke~ 'Slandering a prince deserves it. 1 (5.1.520··26) 
Behind the banter lies an interesting question. Is 
the Duke dealing with pardon or forgiveness? Lucio's 
slanders were made to him personally while in disguise. 
Clearly Hhen he "remits Lucio 1 s forfeits", the Duke is in 
his social role, dispensing pardon. "Thy slanders I 
forgive" looks like a personal forgiveness. But his 
final comment makes one wonder - "a prince is a prince 
when all is said and done! 11 Perhaps his "forgiveness'' 
is more social than personal after all. 
A clearer use of the word 11 forgiven to describe 
what is merely 11 pardon 11 is to be found in The Tempest. 
Prospera, the real Duke of Milan, has caught his brother 
Antonio, who has usurped his kingdom. Twice Prospera says 
11 I forgive 11 vlhen he appears to mean 11 I refrain from taking 
vengeance or exacting any penal ty 11 • His accompanying 
words 11 unnatural though thou art 11 and 11 whom to call 
brother would even infect my mouth" would seem to rule 
out that spirit of acceptance and reconciliation which 
we understand to be an essential part of forgiveness. 
Despite these examples of verbal imprecision, 
Shakespeare does illustrate the basic validity of 
Downie's conceptual distinction. Pardon is essentially 
dispensed in a social, rather than personal context. 
It is from a superior to an inferior. It means the 
waiving of a legal penalty. although that penalty may 
simply be commuted rather than remitted altogether. 
The person issuing the pardon need not have been personally 
affected by the wrong committed (although he may have been), 
and he issues ttat nardon bv virtue of his soci~l 
" . 
standing alone. The feelings of the pardoner to the 
pardoned arc uEimportunt ·· uhat is important is the 
word of pardon wh~ch carrieA an immediate effect. 
How very different is forgivenesu. Forgiveness 
is incscapaoJy persona~. This point has been made by 
many \..rri ters. Here is one example: 
Forgiveness is not a transaction which can be 
taken by itself and stated as it were in terms 
of arithmetic. It is an attitude of a person 
to a person. It can only be understood in 
terms of personality. I cannot forgive a 
river or a tree. I cannot forgive an animal 
except ~ust so far as I do (rightly or 
wrongly) recognise in it the attributes of 
a rational soul; if I forgive a man, it is 
in relation to that man's personality - its 
complex present. its immense possible future 
that all which I do in the act of forgiving 
finds at once its justification and explana-
tion. 4 
Our greatest poet once again provides us with 
striking examples, although some of the most moving ones 
do not mention the word. Thus in Cymbeline, Imogen, 
whose husband Posthumus has wrongly doubted her fidelity. 
forgives him with a jest that is wry. yet full of pathos: 
'Why did you throw your wedded lady from you? 
Think that you are upon a rock ; and now 
Throw me again. 1 (Embracing him.) 
It is the embrace which makes clear her forgiveness, 
rather than the words she uses, and Posthumus' reply is 
immediate: 
'Hang there like fruit, my soul, 
Till the tree die. 1 (5.5.262-6) 
The renewing and inspiring character of real forgiveness 
and reconciliation is beautifully illustrated later in 
the scene, when Cymbeline, Imogen's father. comments: 
o o o o o o o 'Seep 
Posthumus anchors upon Imogen, 
And she, like harmless lightning, throws her eye, 
On him, her brothers, me, her master, hitting 
Each object with a joy: the counterchange 
Is severally in all. 1 (5.5.393-8) 
Romeo and Juliet is a play about the destructive 
character of a family feud. The play ends in the mutual 
forgiveness of the heads of the two familes: 
Prince: 11.:Jhere be these enemies? .,Capulet! !vlont.Rglle! 
See what a scourge is laid upon your hate. 
That heaven finds means to kill your joys 
vli th love, 
And, I for winking at your discords toov 
Have lost a brace of kinsmen~ all are 
punished a i 
Capulet~ 1 0 brother ~ontague! give me thy hand: 
This is my daughter 1 s jointure. for no more 
Can I demand. 1 
f·1mtague: 1 ••• But I can give thee more; 
For I will raise her statue in pure gold; ... 
Capulet: 1 As rich shall Romeo by his lady lie; 
Poor sacrifices of our enmity! 1 (5.3.291-304) 
Here the enmity between the two families is so deep 
that nothing less than the deaths of their children can 
break through the vendetta mentality. It is interesting 
that Shakespeare uses the word 11 sacrifice 11 9 thus under-
lining that this forgiveness and reconciliation is won 
at the price of the two young lovers' lives. The tragedy 
of their deaths is thus s6~ewhat- alleviated when we 
discover what they have achieved. 
To these examples we may add the concluding scenes 
of The Winters Tale quoted above, and of Measure for 
Measure, which will be discussed in a later sectio~. 
Of course, the fact that pardoning and forgiving 
belong to a different logical order does not mean that 
they cannot be combined in one person. What we need to 
distinguish is the different activities involved in the 
one action. We have already seen the ambiguous nature 
of the Duke 1 s decision as regards Lucio in Measure for 
Measure. In another play. Cymbeline, Shakespeare neatly 
distinguishes social pardon (of a victory over his foe) 
from personal forgiveness. 
'The power that I have 
The malice towards you 
Posthumus says to Iachimo: 
on you is to spare you; 
to forgive you. 1 (5.5.419-20) 
It would have been quite possible, and logical, for 
Posthumus to have spared the life of Iachimo (pardon) 
and yet continued to bear malice against him, i.e. not 
forgive him. Downie gives us an example of the opposite 
combination. A schoolteacher who has been attacked by 
a pupil may administer punishment of the offence, and yet 
1 :::.. _, 0 
f . th . . . fl . t d 11 'Y'"I 'Y\ h. "rT'\ 5 A~ a per~on _orglve .. e lnJury ln ~lC e ~1-'0u illllo 
Harry McCann 9 from Antrim 9 Northern Ireland. had 
both his legs blown off in a car bomb. He had no 
hesitation in saying he completely forgave his assailants 
in his heart" But he added that. if they were ever 
caught. they ought to suffer the full rigour of the law 
for the crime they had committed. 
Pardon and forgiveness combined in a striking way 
in the meeting of Pope John Paul II (Karol Wojtyla) with 
his would-be assassin. Mehmet Ali Agca 9 on December 
27th, 1983. This is how the Pope described it to 
reporters. after emerging from Agca 1 s prison cell in 
Rome: 
This will remain as an historic day in my 
life as a man and a Christian. I was able 
to meet the person whose name you all know: 
Ali Agca. who made an attempt on my life. 
But providence teak t}line;R :into its ovm _ 
hands in a way I would call exceptional, 
even marvellous. Today. after more than two 
years. I was able to meet my assailant and 
repeat the pardon which I granted immediately 
to him and which I later expressed from my 
hospital bed as soon as it was possible. 
The Lord allowed us to meet as men and as 
brothers because all the events of our lives 
must confirm that God our Father and all of 
us are his children in Jesus Christ. Thus 
He are all brothers. 116 
A close examination of this statement shows how a 
person in high office can both accept and transcend that 
office. Paragraph 2 shoHs the Pope. as supreme pontiff. 
issuing a pardon to an offender. It is the sort of thing 
we would expect from one who is the official head of 
the (Roman Catholic) Church. 7 But in the final paragraph9 
we have a different picture. The Pope comes down from 
his position of superiority and meets his attacker as a 
brother. Although the word "forgiveness" is not used. 
forgiveness there must have been. since there is no way 
he could have referred to Ali Agca as his brother and 
retained either a cold superiority or an inner attitude 
Wojtyla. as a mang forcavc. 
two ts utterly compelling. 
!'.arol 
The co~binatJon of the 
~J o-L c s 
10 All Ci"JCtaticr:t3 ~rom s::-u::.kc::;r;caro 3T8 ta1:8n f::'o::; 
the Oxford Stan6ari Authors editjon of 
5hak.espearc 1 s Forks, cdo ',.-"- Cralv, O,C,P,, 1905. 
2. ~.R. Mackin~osh : throu~hout. For instance. on 
po3J !1e -.,;T~_tes: "Jesus-once: described pardon, 
as it ought to be. as the forgiving of ~rethren 
1 from our hearts 111 " 
RoJo DoHnie 
151-1530 
Roles and Values Methuen, 1971, ppo 
4.o R. Co Moberl,._Y : Ato_Qemen_i__§-:r:!d_ P_er~onalit.Y John 
~urray. 1909. ppo54··55. 
5, R.S. Do1mie: ppol54"155. 
6 0 Pope John -Paul I I : quoted in "The Daily Telegraph" 
December 28th, 19830 
7. Of course, unlike the Dukes and Kings of Shakespeare's 
plays, the Pope does not have the power to remit 
Ali Agca 1 9 punishment_ He remains in jail. To that 
extent, the Pope 1 s pardon lacks "bite"o But we can 
still envisage a cold "official" pardon which lacked 
the warmth of personal forgiveness; the distinction 
remains valid despite the limited scope of the 
pardono 
2 o .:t<~Q H.Q]_\T cJ;~~"::S_$ ,_ _ _(JN Dl~~: ;:~TAi_~_Dil'J G _ 1\ND TO;,~r:~u;__ C_E_ 
Forgiveness then. unlike pardon, is tctelly and 
inescapably personalo From now on. we shall be dealing 
with thiH realm of personal relationshipso 
we seck to examine the nature of forgiveness itself it 
is important to distingu~sh it from other personal 
activities. which resemble it. but are in some important 
w&y differento 
Unj_~r_standinj{ 
nTout comprendro. c 1 ost tout pardonnero 11 
This French aphorism suggests that total understand-
ing leads inevitably to total forgivenesso If we could 
fully understand the moods. pressures and motives that 
have resulted in someone hurting us. we would be bound 
to forgive himo This viewpoint is taken by Brand 
Blanshard. a determinist philosophero While wanting to 
maintain a judgement against the hurtful act. he says 
that we must forgive the man who does the act "with 
the compassion of one who knows that with the inner 
and outer forces working upon him at the moment of 
decision. he could have done no othero 111 
The same sort of position is taken by psychiatrist 
RoCoAo Huntero In one of his case studies he describes 
a young woman who understands the former attitudes and 
actions of her parents in a new light after talks with 
her analysto She also comes to understand her own 
faults in a new wayo As a result. she stops blaming her 
parents for their supposed wrongs to her. and thus 
11 forgives" themo Hunter states: 11 1·Jhat forgiving undoes 
is the notion or belief that an unjust injury or mischief 
has been done to oneself. or was intended. which has 
caused suffering or harmo 112 
The key to the position described by Blanshard. 
the philosopher. and Hunter. the psychiatrist. is that 
understanding leads to the removal of blame from the 
offending persono It is interesting that earlier in 
his article Hunter actually calls forgiveness 11 the 
opposite of blaming 0 11 3 
Lhis way is unaccep~ablc. Very often a full unJerstand-
0013C d8:..:c:roibing is excucin:~" the; romovaJ of bla-:le, 
H~1ich trmo maker; 1org=._ve:1ess u~1:r;_ecessary" C.S. T,c~-Jis 
expresses the point forcefully. 
There is all the difference in the world 
between forgiving and excusing. Forgive·· 
ness says~ .. 1 Yes, you have done this thing, 
but I accept your apology. I will never hold 
it against you and everything betw2en us 
two will be exactly as it was before.' 
But excusing says~- 'I see tnat you couldn 1 t 
help it. or didn't mean it. you weren't really 
to blame. 1 If one was not really to blame 
then there is nothing to forgive. In that 
sense forgiveness and excusing are almost 
opposites. 4 
It seems that Lewis is right to make this distinction 
between forgiving and excusing. as against Hunter and 
Blanshard. But in life the distinction sometimes becomes 
rather blurred. One such case is that of Mary Sandys, 
whose 17 year old son was knocked off his bike, and 
killed. by a lorry. It was a complete accident ~ if 
anything the lad was to blame. Yet the lorry driver 
still felt the need to ask Mary to forgive him. and she 
still felt it appropriate to say 11 I forgive you". not 
"I excuse you - it was an accident." Both the driver and 
the mother accepted that. as he was in charge of the 
vehicle, he was in some sense responsible for the death. 
And t·1ary 1 s forgiveness did not mean "ceasing to blame" 
but rather "lettinc; go of resentment 11 • Vle shall look 
at the whole question of resentment later on. 
So understanding. excusing and forgiving are not to 
be identified as the same thing. However. we must allow 
that understanding often plays an important part in 
enabling a person to forgive. As Williams says, "To 
forgive another involves. sooner or later. so full an 
understanding of the injury, and of its cause, that in 
uhich injures ovrselves" 115 This sound~; very similar to 
v!hc..t Blar.~}hard is saying" but there is an important 
:injured purty UT'.(J~rs-Gan~'ls t~Jat his inj;uer coulri co no 
tlw 1.wakness uhicl'1 lud to the injury. but Hhich docs not 
thereby seek to exonerate the injurer. 
To illustrate further the distinction between under· 
standing and forgiveness let us take another example from 
Shakespeare. In Measure for ~easuro, Isabella has been 
wronged by Angelo. He has not only tried to seduce her, 
bargaining her chastity against her brother 1 s life, he 
has also (she believes) had her brother executed, 
contrary to his promise not to do so. In the early part 
of the play 9 Isabella is fillad -.,Jith hatred for Angelo 
and the desire for revenge. But Isabella's friend, 
Ma~iana, is in love with Angelo 9 and wants him as her 
husband despite his intended infidelity. After Angelo's 
scheming is uncovered, she pleads with the Duke for 
pardon, and calls on her friend to join her. After some 
hesitation Isabella agrees. In a dramatic transformation 
she pleads for Angelo 1 s life: 
1 Most bounteous sir, 
Look, if it please you, on this man condemn 1 d, 
As if my brother lived. I partly think 
A due sincerity govern 1 d his deeds, 
Till he did look on me ... 1 (5.1.444-448) 
Isabella is willing to give Angelo the benefit of the 
doubt, to try and understand his moral crusade and the 
justice of his case against her brother. This contrasts 
strikingly with her previous wholesale condemnation, and 
arises from a willingness to see Angelo from the point 
of view of her friend, Mariana. But we notice that 
Isabella 1 s understanding falls short of Blanshard 1 s 
determinist position. She does not say; "Given the 
circumstances, Angelo cou1d not help acting the way he 
did towards me". She does not attempt to excuse his 
IsctbeJlH.~:-:> forgiveness of An~clo for his Hrongs ao;air..st 
ter fr~end, and rooorvcs he~ private fse,jngs of resent·-
ber nel-l U!loerste.ru2:i.~'l,~· of Ar:.gfdc, her ;:.:;j_'}J_~nc,ness to r;:ce 
things from his point of vjc1.:, HilJ doubtless have contd." 
buted to that forgjveness. But there are still wrongs 
to be forgiven a not only Angelo's dis~onourable intent". 
iona but also the (supposed) execution of her brother, 
contrary to his promise of pardon. Understanding puts 
Isabella in the way of forgiveness, but it does not itself 
constitute that forgiveness. 
is needer'l. 
For that an extra "grace 11 
Another example of understanding which leads to 
fore;iveness comes :in the short story 11 A Bar of Shado1.·r 11 , 
by Laurens van der Post. 6 This concerns the relationship 
be~ween nara, a Japanese officer in a prisoner-of-war 
camp and Lawrence. a British officer, who suffered 
terrible beatings at his hands. There is never any quest~ 
ion that Hara was guilty of these and many other offences, 
including murder. But Lawrence understands that they 
were committed from a genuine desire to do what was right 
according to the morality to which Hara adhered. Basic-
ally Hara thought that to be taken alive was a shocking 
11 crime 11 , and that his brutality viaS therefore fully 
justified, even required, to correct the 11 wrong~thinking 11 
of his enemies. Because of his deep understanding of 
this Japanese morality, Lawrence does not blame Hara for 
his actions. Even while he was suffering he felt sorry 
for him, and after the war, at the war trial, he pleaded 
for H a r a 1 s life . 11 I t seemed to me j us t as wrong for us 
now to condemn Hara under a law which had never been his, 
of which he had never even heard, as he and his masters 
had been to punish and kill us for transgressions cl the 
code of Japan that was not ours. 117 He note that Lawrence 
does not excuse Hara completely. He says he was wrong 
''.I - ' -,- :~r. .., "-,.! _!_ • 
< ' ' • l.J I :J_:_ (; 
Laurcmcc 1 s unc:J.ors· •. ardins o.f m1 alien rnorc-llity :!._:::; such 
hurt him or accept tb.::;.t the uue.th penalty is suitable 
for one '.-Jho liCit~ on-ly doir:r·; ric::C1t by lLLs own lifol:hts, 
I1aHrence feels the need for p<-o_:r:_.sonaJ forgiveness in 
European terms, whereas it is clear that Hara is quite 
canton:, \-.IitlJ the rather forma1 encounter ocd:.\,'e9n tl;e 
two meno Lawrence 1 s deep understanding of their 
different views of wrong does not seem to be matched by 
a corresponding insight into their different undersLandingo 
of forgiveness" 8 
Lawrence 1 s attitude to the terrible atrocities of 
Hara might be interpreted by some as tolerance of wrong, 
and to this resoonse to wrona we now turn" 
i 0 
c:ullu.eaw Li1e hur-L from t.he 
outset. accepting it as if it were not wrong" Such a 
reaction to minor faults is often the most practical 
sol11tion" 11 A soft ansHer turns away wrath" is an example 
of how a tolerant response to provocation may defuse a 
potentially damaging dispute. Tolerance. however. has 
its limitations. as John Wisdom points out. 9 
For one thing. such tolerance may be false. A man 
may deceive others. and even himself. into thinking that 
he has not taken offence. but in fact underneath he may 
be nursing resentment. This sort of tolerance seems akin 
to the sort of forgiveness described by Hunter as a 
"reaction formation". a defence against vengeful aggress~ 
ion. Here the tolerance/forgiveness is the psyche 1 s way 
of dealing with vengeful feelings which the hurt person 
is not willing to express. 
Tolerance may be foolish. No good can come in the 
long term from pretending that a hurtful act was not 
really so wrong after all. If not quite as bad as calling 
11 evil good". it blurs an essential moral distinction upon 
.. 
which the health of society depends. 
Tolerance of a hurt to oneself may involve others, 
and result in hurting them. Thus a hostis tolerance of 
a boorish member of his dinner .. party may ruin the evening 
for the remainder of his guests. Perhaps the older 
brother in the parable of the Prodigal Son mistook his 
Father's forgiveness for tolerance, 
of the younger son 1 s misdemeanours. 
to protest. (There were. of course. 
reasons for his outburst.) 
an easy acceptance 
If so, he was right 
other less creditable 
The most damaging indictment of tolerance is that it 
often indicates a refusal to respond to what has happened 
in a fully personal way. As Wisdom points out, a 
tolerant attitude to the hurts inflicted on him may 
indicate that a man has too little regard for himself. 
Thus in ancient Greece a slave might tolerate appalling 
hurt and injury simply because he did not value himself 
highly enough to resent them. Or today, racial minorities 
may tolerate racial prejudice because deep down they do 
not feel they deserve anything else. 
Tolerance of wrong may also indicate that a person 
has too little regard for the one who has hurt them. 
"Even a remorseful sinner VJho has screwed up the courage 
to apologise is not looking for tolerance", writes Helen 
Oppenheimer. "The calm acknowledgement that one just is 
that sort of person may be less alarming than bitter 
reproaches, but is not really sustaining .'r lil There is a 
good example of this in Iris Murdoch's novel The Red and 
·the Green which is set in Ireland in 1916. Barney has 
decided to confess two "wrongs" which he has been 
committing against his wife: 
'Kathleen .•...... ' 
'Barney, I 1m so worried ... 1 
'Listen, Kathleen, I must tell you something. 
I've got to tell you now and it'll make everything 
all right again between us. I know it'll upset 
you, but it's right to tell the truth isn't it 
and won't you forgive me for it? It's about 
Millie, well it's about me really, but there 
are two things and one of them is about Millie, 
that I've been going to see Millie still. You 
didn't know that, did you? Well, for ages now 
I 1 ve been goinz to seo her at her house, 
j us-c, to talk l.lKe, but it uas very \•Ji"Ollg 
and I'm very sorry and I won't go there any 
i:Jurc ~t G.l:!. o And -c,};c ot:1er t.lLI.ng :.~-o ubout 
Saint Brigid~ I mean about the ear~y church 
tlw.t I'm su:;:;po0Rd -;:.o bo 1.r:t'itin~" I Lave:1't 
iJr:er. Hl~iting :i.t at all but I've been Hritin('; 
another thing a sort of autobioeraphy thing 
about yoJ and T:'C in a ·,,;ray I sh011ldY1" t b:.l"G I 1 11 
stop doing tha.t too and C> 1 
1 Saint Brigid? 1 said Kathleeno Perhaps she 
could not hear very well in the crowded 
echoine shelterc 
1 I say Jim not writing about Saint Brigid 
but about you and me in a sort of ~1emoir like 
I shouldn't have been" But did you hear 
what I said about Millie? 1 
1 Don 1 t talk so loudly. I can hear you quite 
well" You mustn 1 t talk like that here" 1 
1 But did you hear? 1 
1 Yes. I knew you went to see Millie. 1 
1 0h. Well, and wasn 1 t it wrong of me to? 1 
1 I still don't understand what it has to do 
with Saint Brigid. 1 
1 That 1 s another thing. I'm doing two wrong 
tl1ings but UH::y 1 .L'e connected, forget about 
Saint Brigid, it 1 s just that all the time 
I've been at the National Library I've 
been writing that thing about you and me, 
and - 1 
'Sure, why shouldn't you?' 
Barney had often imagined himself making 
this confession to Kathleen, but it had been 
in a scene quite unlike this one" He had 
pictured himself shaken by emotion the 
words rent from his breast" He had pictured 
Kathleen's stricken face, perhaps her tears, 
her bitter reproaches, and then the great 
reconciliation" But this was as random and 
senseless as the sea roaring through the 
rocks. 
'Barney, I'm so Harried - .' 11 
") 
,(_ .T 0 
There is more than one reason for the failure of 
Barney's confession. He has chosen the wrong time, with 
his wife preoccupied with her son 1 s likely involvement 
in the Easter rising, and the wrong place, a crowded bus 
shelter lacking the necessary privacy. This gives the 
scene a hilarious quality out of keeping with the 
seriousness Df Barney's purpose, but all of a piece Hith 
his bumbling, ineffective personality. 
However, the main reason for Barney's failure is 
his wife's tolerance of his faults. Barney saw his 
') r 
- .) ' 
visits to ~illie as an act of unfa~thfulnessr Kathleen 
did not. Barney saw his dero~atory remarks about her 
in his diary, together \,1 ~Ltl1 ·Lne deception about SL ::3d.gid, 
<:cs l-Jrong, Kathleen did noL 
Kathleen 1 s reaction shows the poor quality of her 
relationship with her husband. Had she expected moro of 
it, she might have been hurt. }J:ad she been hurt, the 
confession might have seemed appropriate and forgiveness 
possible. Because she dld not really care what her 
husband did, no offence was taken and Barney was left 
deeply confused. In fact a refusal to forgive ~ight 
have been better for hi~ than such a clear demonstration 
of his wife's failure to be related to him as a wife 
to a husband. So mere tolerance can be even worse than 
unforgi vene s s. 
Forgiveness, then, goes beyond both understanding 
and tolerance. It looks hurt squarely in the face, 
and acknowledges it to be wrong, and the agent responsible. 
As Lewis says, "Real forgiveness means looking steadily 
at the sin, the sin that is left over without any excuse, 
after all allowances have been made, and seeing it in 
all its horror, dirt, meanness and malice, and never-
theless being wholly reconciled to the man who has 
done it. 1112 But is reconciliation in these circumstances 
morally justifiable? 
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ii::''orgi-.;ene:=Js 11 • said ::.;t.:s·nard Sh<.iH 9 llji:> a be-=:;f~D.T 1 s 
refuge; vJe must all pay ot<r debts". 1 Sl-;.aH h'as exnrcss~ 
ing in his usual pungent uay Hhat many bc1ieve ., tbat 
forgiveness as defined at the end of our last see-Lion is 
basically immoraL If a man hus uilfu11y and lmo1-6ngly 
com~i t -c ed a tv-ron g against an other, surely the un con di ti on .. 
al forgiveness of t:1e Fronr; ~-s re2.lJy condonation of it ·-
the wolf of toJerance dressed in the sheen's clothing of 
forgiveness? 
Perhaps the most stringent expression of this view 
is by the philosopher Elizabeth Beardsley. She argues 
that the only good reason for forgiving a wrongdoer 
his act is "favourable moral appraisal 11 9 that is. the 
understanding that the agent acted from a morally good 
desire, or motive, however the act itself appeared. Later 
she adds that she believes that there is no "duty of 
forgiveness 11 , not even a prima facie duty. Forgiveness 
is a response which is, or is not, deserved, an attitude 
the adoption of which in a given case has (or lacks) a 
good reason. The only justification is whether X had a 
morally good motive in performing A. 2 
This is an extreme position, not widely held among 
philosophers, but it arises from a genuine desire not to 
compromise with evil. Is forgiveness morally defensible? 
For answer let us turn first to another philosopher. Hannah 
Arendt. She points out that the consequence of fol1owing 
the Beards1ey viewpoint is the death of human relation-
. ships. "Trespassing" is an everyday occur11:mce inevitable 
in the course of human action and needs forgiving and 
dismissing so that life can go on. Revenge is the natural 
response to trespass. But it is a re-acting to the 
original action which keeps everyone bound to the conseq-
uences of the first misdeed and the consequent chain 
reaction. By contrast, the act of forgiving cannot be 
predicted and thus retains something of the freedom of 
the original action.- It "acts anew and unexpectedly, 
unconditioned by the act which provoked it and therefore 
freeing from its consequA;l~P.s ho-:-.l; t!Je ons '.-.rllo forr,lvcs 
and the one vJho is forgiven. 113 
Theo]or,ian H.R. Mackintosh also remarks on the 
proves that it is ~oraily justifiable. 1: _!: t ( f o q~ i von c s s ) 
cnm1o·l:, be imr:w::.~a:::_. for it calls out a nei.·! and victorious 
goodness. The difficulty of understanding it lies in 
the fact that it is creative. 114 
Stephen Neill agrees, asserting that "Forgiveness 
is always creative~ it brings into beingatotally nevJ 
situation~ it is hardly an exaggeration to say that it 
brings into being a new world. 115 
The second moral justification of forgiveness was 
first hinted at by Joseph Butler in his sermon "Upon 
forgiveness of injuries". He points out that anger or 
hatred tend to make us condemn the >v-hole of a man 1 s charac-
ter rather than just the aspect Hhich has offP.nrlP.rl_ llq~ 6 
Neill draws out the ~plication of these words when he 
observes that 11 The offender has done wrong, about this 
there can be no pretence. But that is not the whole truth 
about him. He is still of infinite value as a person .•.• 11 • 7 
This is a very important point. It is a person who hes 
to be forgiven. a person Hho is very much more than the 
offence he has committed. however terrible it may have 
been. To refuse to forgive is tantamount to rejecting 
the person entirely. In a telling phrase, Arendt speaks 
of forgiving the 11 what 11 for the 11 ~.Jho 11 • 11 Forgiving 11 , she 
i.Jrites, 11 is ali..rays an eminently personal affair in which 
what was done is forgiven for the sake of who did it.nfl 
Love is concerned with who the loved person is, rather 
than what the person has or has not done. Thus it is 
sometimes thought that only love has the power to forgive. 
But in the wider sphere of human affairs, respect should 
ensure forgiveness, because it is offered to people 
irrespective of qualities or achievements we may approve 
of. 9 
The place of repentance 
But surely one vital factor in the moral justifica-
the part of the HI'0!1gdoer? If he ucknovJledges that 
what he has done is wrong and seeks to make amends, t~en 
forgiveness is justified. But if he does not repent, if 
he continues on his way oblivious to his wron~. or even 
~orse callously ~n~~f~e~Art to it. then surely to 
forgive must be to condone. 
;,;oberl,i y expresses t:Clio viei·l forcefully; 11 7ore;~_ve­
ness. then •.... if it is to be that real forgiveness 
which is the spontaneous action of righteousness. and 
not that indifference to sin which is itself a new sin; 
is strictly and absolutely correlative to what may be 
called the 1 forgiveableness 1 of the person forgiven." 
Later he adds. "Either he is forgiveable. or he is not. 
So far as he is not I ought not to forgive ..•... One 
for whom I am responsible. defies all right and ex~lts 
in his defiance. And I. refusing to punish. receive him 
with open arms as righteous and good. Then. in still 
more directness of sense. the sin. without ceasing to 
be on his side, has come over to mine. I have but 
identified myself with his wickedness." 10 11 \ve may". 
says J. R. Lucas. "urge a man who has been wronged by 
another not to keep thinking about it. because although 
it was a grievous wrong. there are many other better 
things to think about. and he ought not to dwell un-
necessarily on unprofitable topics. But we cannot urge 
him to forgive him so long as he has not disowned his 
action and sought forgiveness. 1111 
These statements seem such obvious good sense. that 
it might appear foolhardy to question them. but question 
them we must. and on two counts. First of all. the 
position of ~oberley and Lucas seems to rule out the 
possibility of forgiving the (unrepentant) dead. 
Yet it is the experience of many people that they do 
genuinely come to forgive people who have hurt them. 
after they have died. Such forgiveness is obviously not 
in any way related to their repentance. The same thing 
applies to those Hho forgive unkno\m assailants. In the 
~jd-sovonties Ju~eph Parker. a Belfast mlnister. lost 
his fourteen year o1d so:>1 j_n R bo!nb blc.sL L1e Oilly 
way he could identify his son 1 s body was by his watch. 
Yet the next day JoAep~ :~a.T'~~er publi[;hcd J:,hr: .fol: O'::irg 
message to his son 1 s murderers in a Belfast newspaper: 
11 \'!~10ever you a:::oe. I forgive you, 11 Such a response to 
heinous crime is by no moans uncommon in Ireland, 
Are we to call it immoral? 
Secondly the insistence that forgiveness must 
always be preceded by repentance rules outthe possibility 
of forgiveness inducing repentance, Here is a very 
moving true story from Russia. part of a sermon preached 
by Father Dimitri Dudko. an Orthodox priest. recounting 
the experience of a prisoner: 
There was another person in my cell. a Baptist. 
who prayed a great deal and would always cross 
himself before meals, Many people - including 
me ·- mocl~c:d him :i.'ol~ tl1l::;, Out of boredom 1 more 
or less dragged him into a dispute over religion, 
At first I just let my words run away with me. 
interspersing facetious comments about how old 
women just invented God. He answered every 
one of my flippant arguments seriously. His 
unshakable conviction that he was correct 
began to irritate me. Soon. just for the fun 
of it. I began defending atheism seriously. 
proving by any means at my disposal that God 
could not exist. 
I really could not have cared less about either 
God or atheism. I just wanted to break his 
confidence - that was the main thing. Arrogance 
pushed me on. And I achieved what I wanted. 
My cell-mate stopped talking. After a silence 
he began to cry. praying that his faith would 
be strengthened. 
I felt no satisfaction in my victory. A 
horrible weight fell upon me. I felt sick. 
as though I had done something mean to someone. 
And he just kept on praying. but more calmly 
now. 
Suddenly he looked at me and smiled. I was 
amazed at his face: there was something joyous 
about it. pure. as though it had just been 
washed clean. The weiaht immediately fell 
from my soul. I understood that he had forgiven 
~~,· (my italics) 
And then a light of some sort penetrated me. 
and I understood that God existed, It was not 
even so much t~et I underston~, but ratter 
I sensed it with my whole being. 3e is 
everywhere. He is our Father! ~e arc his 
c!'lildrc!i, bTot.~ers o~1e to an other. I 
forgot that I vao in ~rison and feJ.t on~y 
one thing .. u zr·c&i. joy and t.hanJ-;:fulnoss 
to t!.1 c Lord '..r::-:.o ~1acl rc;vcalod himself to me, 
1 2 who was unworthy.-
Of course, ~e recognise that there is a balance to 
be struck. Forgiveness 1-1hich actually precludes repent .. 
ance is foolish, if not ir;Jmoral. The repentance of the 
wrongdoer, if that is possible, must always be sought 
by the forgiver, for without it the true end of forgive-
ness, personal reconciliation, is impossible. 
Aurel Kolnai wrestles with this problem, and makes 
some good points. :J:e sees forgiveness as a "g;enerous 
venture of trust", morally wrong only if there is no 
prospect whatever of the wrongdoer repenting. He argues 
that the situation which makes forgiveness legitimate 
and virtuous is that in which Fred (the forgiver) has 
some reason to hope for a change of heart by ~alph (the 
wrongdoer). The fact that his hope may be disappointed 
does not invalidate his forgiveness. It expresses the 
attitude of trust which may increase the trustworthiness 
of the recipient. This involves a "risk". :!is "gamble 11 
may be wise, dubious, or frankly unwise (where malice 
takes advantage of the good-natured approach). On 
some occasions we may disapprove of Fred's forgiveness. 
without denying that it is genuine forgiveness. or 
condemning it as condonation. 13 
As Kolnai indicates, such a 11 generous venture of 
trust" can be exploited by the morally unscrupulous. 
In The Marriage of Figaro the lascivious Count Almaviva 
constantly deceives his wife, and takes advantage of 
her good nature. 
The Count: But will you confirm that you 
forgive me? 
The Countess: Did I ever say that I would, 
Suzie? 
Suzanne: I didn't hear it, Your Ladyship. 
The Count: Ah, then -won't you say it now? 
The Countess: Do you deserve it, 
v:>1grate:f:.Il man? 
Tho Count: Has my repentance not 
ea::onod it? 
s~zhnne: Imagining there was a man 
in Her Ladyship's droscing-~oom! 
The Count: She has punished me 
severely! 
Suzanne: Not believing her when she 
said it was her maid! 
The Count: Are you really implacable" 
Rosine? 
The Countess: Ahs Suzie! How weak I 
am~ What an example I set youo (Giving 
the Count her hand) No one will believe 
in a woman's resentment anymore. 
Suzanne: Well! Don't we always have 
to come to this with them in the end? 1 ~ 
There is an irony heres of course . There was a man 
.Lll llt:r Lauyship 1 s uedroor:J 9 and the Countess has managed 
to conceal the fact! But the youthful Cherubin is no 
real rival to her husband and the general point remains -
the Count constantly exploits his wife's forgiving 
nature. Suzanne's last remark indicates that the 
problem was not confined to the Almaviva household! 
A more serious examples and a true one, is given by 
psychiatrist Paul Tournier in his first book The Healin~ 
of Persons. A woman whom he calls C~cile had tried to 
commit suicide following years of matrimonial problems. 
After several long conversationss Cecile accepted God 
and also her unsatisfactory marriageo 11 But,H says 
Tourn i er, JJ the ma trim on ial situation Has no better o 
The contrary, in fact, was the case. The husband seemed 
to find it very convenient to have a wife who was ready 
to put up with everything and accept everything without 
ceasing to love bimc His attitude tmvard her reminded 
me of a cat playing with a mouse. He VJould leave her 
and then come back to her VIithout a VJord of regret, 
take advantage of VIhat she had earned, and then leave 
her again. Despite her communion VIith God, the poor 
Homan had more sorroVJ than joy.H 15 
h~Eh3nd eventual~y carne to his senses and the 
rnnrr4_Rge Has reborn" But what of those whose forgjving 
love meets no answering response? Should they 
c:v~J Linue Lo furgj_ve? ':: o u l d r. o ~ r o s en t Ll en t b c a m or e 
natural, even ~ore DOr&l, attitudH in the circumstances? 
r~ ote s 
1. Q~otod by H.R. Mackintosh: p.l84" 
2. :E.L. Beardsley ~ 11 Undel'standlnE; and forgiveness"" 
The Philosophy _Qf_}3__Tancl :£311:J.nsba_r:~ ed, P. Schl:ipp 0 
pp.25J .. 254. 
3. ll. Arendt : The H~man Condition University of 
Chicago Press-:- 1958 9 pp.240··24l. The quotation 
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Bishop Joseph Butler 1 s discussion of resentment 
8 and 9 provide a usnful S~Rrting 
for our consideration of the subject. 
In Sermon 8, "Upon Resentment 11 , he makes the 
point ttut resent~cnt, (by ~~ich.he eviden~ly means 
moral jnd~gnation), Against a wrong act is justified 
as an appropriate rHsponse to what has happened. It 
is the abuses of resentment that are morally wrong, 
e.g. malice and revenge (§2) or resentment against an 
imagined injury (§10). And it is not only "sudden" 
anger, the instinctive response to injury which is 
justifiable. "Deliberate" resentment is also justified 
when its purpose is to prevent and remedy injury (§7). 
In Sermon 9, "Upon Forgiveness of Injuries", 
Butler maintains that the precepts to 11 forgive 11 and 
to 11 love our enemies 11 cannot forbid the justifiable 
indignation we feel at injury, but only the excess and 
abuse of this natural feelin[ (§l). Resentment. he ~oes 
on, is not inconsistent with goodwill~ we may love our 
enemy and yet have resentment against him for the injuries 
he has done us (§13). A man should love his enemies not 
with any kind of affection, but feeling towards them as 
"a just and impartial spectator would feel". So forgiving 
enemies is neither impracticable nor unreasonable. 
Stephen Sykes, in his sermon 11 Forgiveness and 
Resentment" accepts Butler 1 s position~ 
If we agree with Butler, and I do, we do 
not say first to those with ample cause to 
hate their enemies, that they ought to 
forgive, bless and love them; but rather 
that there is a proper role for resentment, 
as indignation against injury and wickedness -
that to experience such indignation is not in 
the least regrettable and that it is natural 
and right to experience it in proportion to 
the degree of evil, designed or premeditated. 
He continues: What then is forgiveness? .... It 
cannot, if resentment is proper and justified, 
be the elaborate pretence that one is not 
resentful. It must, therefore, refer to a 
willingness to allow resentment only within 
the bounds of a conception of a common good; 
a stoady desire that some good for the 
Hholc co:J;rr:.mi ty be brou~ht out o.f evil, 
even out of great wickedness. 1 
Butler and Syxes then see resent~ent and forgive-
n=ogard thsm as muhudJy exclusive. for example Doun:i_e 
l::lGJ'<;flS that res e!1 t m P.'1 t is a natural r c~ span sc to injury 
but adds that j_t ou~!Jt to be 11 replaccd by forgiveness 11 • 2 
Beardsley describes forgiveness as 11 the 1.-rithdraHal of 
resentment 11 • 3 Stephen Neill castigates resentment as 
one of the three great 11 enemies 11 of the human race. 
"(Resentment) is the most toxic of all the ills that can 
assail the human spirit. In many cases it is possible 
to see the venom that it distils and to trace its harm-
ful effects on every part of the inner constitution of 
man. . ... Clean 1.-.rounds heal quickl:r, the festering 
wound never heals. The festering wound is the symbol of 
that injury that has been met with rP.sP.nt.f,il indicnation_ 114 
Here we appear to have a serious clash of views, 
but the conflict is more apparent than real. The word 
11 resentment 11 itself is partly to blame. As used by 
Butler and Sykes it refers primarily to the moral 
indignation felt as the initial reaction to an injury. 
But Neill is using the word to refer to a settled 
attitude of antipathy towards someone, resulting from 
some injury, which continues over a long period, damag-
ing their own psychological and spiritual well-being. 
A metaphor used by Helen Oppenheimer may help here. 
11 SnoH 11 , she says, 11 is a good analogy for grievance ...•. 
Newly fallen snow is insubstantial stuff. melting as it 
lands when the ground is warm ....•. But when it has 
settled and been trodden down it is solid and dangerous 
and can break bones. 11 • 5 In other words, we accept the 
validity of initial resentment. but we must beware of 
that resentful attitude lingering for too long. It 
can be highly damaging. 
Esther de Waal agrees: "It is only too easy to 
keep up an internal conversation by which I chew over 
that hurting remark. or that undeserved happening, or 
I refuse to forget Home slight, or I go on saying 
1It ion 1 t fair' ovAr FPlrl o._r~·r- aguin ::,o 8J'self., 
what began as quite a small grudge or resentment has 
been nursed into a great brooding cloud that smothers 
all my inner landscape, or has become a cancer eating 
up more and mo:ro o: my inner sol:". 110 
This reference to cancer is interesting. since it 
was echoed by a number of the people met with in 
Ireland last October. David Hamilton for instance, 
a former member of the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF), 
spoke of his hatred as 11 a can cercus growth tt in him. 
A woman we shall call Bridget had had a long-standing 
feud with her brother. Two years of legal battles to 
gain her rightful share of the family home took their 
toll and she was left with a deep-seated hatred of 
her brother, which she said was, "eating away at me 
like a can cer 11 • So obsessive was her hatred that she 
felt she had lost her personality. tty felt T rlirin 1 t 
exist as a person". 
Cecil Kerr is the Director of the Christian Renewal 
Centre in Rostrevor, Co. Down, border town in Northern 
Ireland. He meets many people who are grappling with 
the problem of resentment. One was a policeman who had 
been ambushed by the IRA and injured. Several of his 
friends had been killed. He knew who the men were, 
and he was determined to get them. But his resentment 
was affecting him physically; it was, said Cecil, 
11 eating him up". Another woman he knew was bitterly 
resentful towards her in~laws. He warned her that 
if she continued to hold that resentment she might 
suffer from arthritis. This woman actually visited 
the centre during our stay and Cecil Kerr confirmed that 
arthritis was beginning to set in. The drying up of 
the bones was the body's response to the drying up of 
the spirit caused by deep-seated resentment. 
So are resentment and forgiveness in any way 
compatible? Arguably not. Both are valid responses 
to injury. But forgiveness means the withdrawal of 
resentment. It io not enough for resentment to 
be contai~ed - it must be removed cuw~let~ly. 
Forgjvpness must follow resentment. If it does not. 
the injured person is simply adding a self··inflicted 
~ound to the one they have already received from 
another. 
l 0 So Sy-1-:es 11 ?or·r::i.·vc11ess r1.n.d }~f::f,t:::l1t!ne::-lt~ 1 v 3eJ·rLon 
preached in Durha~ Cathedral, 1981, p.2 and o.3. 
5. H. Oppenheimer; 11 Grievanccs 11 , University Sermon, 
preached on Sunday, ~ay lst, 1983, at Great St. 
Mary 1 s Church, Cambridge, p.5. 
Resentment, however justified, when permitted to 
persist, is detrimental to a person 1 s mental, spiri~u~l 
/]" 
&~d oven pbysical well-being. Forr,iveness, the 11 letting-
go" of this resent~CJent, often means a profound healing, 
a~ways psychologicaJly, and sometimes physically as well. 
As I~ eill luites, 11 If resentment is the most toxic 
of the ilJs the flesh is heir to, forgiveness, the act 
of forgiving, the willingness to forgive, is the most 
potent, the most rapid, the most efficacious in its 
working of all known remedies." 1 
Forgiveness~ as a healing power, is borne out by 
doctors and those involved in spiritual healing. Francis 
Macnutt, a Roman Catholic priest who is an authority 
on spiritual healing, writes of an occasion when, at a 
communal penance service, he spoke of the need to 
foreive enemies and then gave his listeners time to 
respond. This was followed by a prayer for inner heal-
lng, but physical healing wa.;:; uut illt;Dtioacd. Ye:t, 
after the service, a man who had just forgiven his boss 
found that the pain in his chest resulting from open-
heart surgery had been completely removed. 
Later Macnutt gives another example: 
I remember being asked by a woman to pray for 
an inner healing. When we talked about her 
childhood, she indicated that her deepest 
problem, an unreasoning hatred of men, 
including her husband, went back to harsh 
treatment and derision that her brothers 
had heaped upon her as a little girl. 
Before praying for that healing, I asked 
her to forgive her brothers. This she 
refused to do. I told her that this would 
block any healing. She still refused. When 
I asked her why she hung on to her resentment, 
even if she was being destroyed by it, she 
thought for a while and then replied that, 
if she forgave her brothers, it would take 
away her last excuse for being the kind of 
person she was (she could no longer blame 
them). After praying a short time more 
she realised how contrary this was to her 
Christian commitment and to her professional 
desire to be whole. With tears she forgave 
her brothers as best she could. She then 
received the deep healing she was seeking. 2 
experience of loss. refer to the tendency to hang on to 
resentment after divorce. "In order to keep alive the 
resentment that lo~iti~atss ttc divorce. poGitive 
memories way be excluded altogether. The one who holds 
tight to the posture of victim can onJy remember what 
is negative or painful about the marriage in order to 
preserve the myth of having been victimised. Such 
selective remembering also precludes the possibility 
of forgiveness that can bring healing to those memories." 
Mitchell and Anderson then quote the story of Megan. 
who was seeing a counsellor following her divorce. For 
more than six months. Megan slated her husband as a 
psychopath. a liar. a cruel man. The counsellor asked 
her for a picture of her husband. Eventually a photo 
album was produced. It showed the love between ~egan 
and her former husband. and her obvious dependence on 
him. The counsellor remarked~ "It must be difficult to 
hold in- your mind the image or a strong •- dependable. 
psychopathic bully. 11 Megan began to laugh. and laughed 
till she cried. Then she saw both sides of her 
husband- it was the beginning of healing. 3 
Corrie ten Boom writes of the aftermath of World War 
2. 11 Since the end of the war I had had a home in Holland 
for victims of Nazi brutality. Those who were able to 
forgive their former enemies were able also to return to 
the outside world and rebuild their lives. no matter 
what the physical scars. Those who nursed their bitter-
ness remained invalids. 
as that. 114 
It was as simple and as horrible 
In The H_~~liEg of Persons, psychiatrist Paul Tournier 
gives a number of examples of the importance both of 
forgiving and of being forgiven in the process of heal-
ing. At the moment we are concentrating on the former. 
and an interesting example is the case of 11 Gilberte 11 • 
She had had a broken engagement. due to the infidelity 
of her fianc~. and the resentment she felt against him 
carried over into her relationship with her husband. 
whom she constantly accused of infidelity, which he 
stoutly denied. She was actually the victim of a 
11 paranoid obsession". 11 Gilberte 1 s intuitive and sensit-· 
ive nature, overexcited by her unresolved complexes, had 
made her too quick to see the tiniest gradation in her 
husband's affective behaviour. She had reached the 
point of being able to perceive infidelities hidden in 
his unconscious, of which he, being a simple, straight-
forward type, was unaware. And so she spoke of facts 
that wero obvious to her, but which he denied simply 
because he could not see them. Argument only accentuat-
ed the two opposing attitudes •.... ". An experience of 
Christ on Easter Day cut the Gordian knot. "When she 
came back to see fue we prayed together. When she got 
to her feet she told me that she felt as if all her 
bitterness was falling away from her like a chain ... 
She completely forgave, not only her husband, but also 
the fianc~ who had been unfaithful to her in the 
past .••. Her face shone. 115 
This sense of release was vividly described by 
Bridget, mentioned above. She was eaten up by a 
(justifiable) resentment against her brother for his 
callous treatment of her. The cure took several.years. 
Bridget was a Roman Catholic. At Mass the priest 
would say: "Ask God to help you to forgive - you 
can 1 t do it on your own." This gave her a glimmer 
of hope. Then she said that while she was out walking, 
God would tell her to pray for her brother. She 
. did not like the idea at all, but the same thought 
carne to her as she was receiving Communion. Eventually 
she did start to pray for him. After that, she began 
to feel guilty about the breach between them and 
decided to get in touch. But there were stormy 
scenes and no reconciliation. 
The breakthrough came at a Healing Service at the 
Renewal Centre. Cecil Kerr told people to bring to mind 
people they could not forgive, to bring them in their 
hands and release them to God. She brought her brother 
in her hands, saying "Lord, I \.Jan t to forgive my brother, 
bu L I can 1 t. I wa~t to forEive him completely hnd 
forget the past. 11 The result -vms staggering. 11 Before 
thu end of the service I started to cry and cry. J 
hadn 1 t cried for 15 yeRrs. I fAJt as if the tears were 
coming up from the tips o: ~y toes. 
release, all my burdens were lifted, 
There was a great 
and I could s~ilc 
and laugh aeain. 11 She wrote to her brother, a warm, 
loving letter telling of her concern. She received a 
warm and loving letter back. At the time of the inter-
view she had not yet managed a meeting but she said that 
all the bitterness was gone. She felt a greatjoy in 
her heart, and a complete renewal as a person. Where 
before the hatred and resentment had obliterated her 
personality, the fact of the love of God - "that the 
& Lord takes delight in me" - had lee~ to a self-acceptance 
totally absent beforA. 
For David Hamilton. the former UVF ro8n. the healing 
came more suddenly, but was just as effective. Challenged 
by a portion of Scripture left in his cell bed by a mate 
(to annoy him! ) he prayed~ 11 God, if you are real, you 
come in and change me and take away this hatred." Half-
an-hour later he went straight up to the prison warder 
he was planning to kill and told him that he forgave him 
completely. Five years later David is a quietly-spoken, 
well-adjusted young man. The man who spoke of his former 
hatred as "a cancerous groHth in me" now says that "there 
isn't an ounce of hatred left in my body." 
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6. FORGIVZI~ESS A HA~l.D TASK 
Despite our last example 1 nearly all writers 
agree that forgjveness is usually a very difficult 
undertaking. In a passage which follows shortly after 
the quotation at the hAginning of the last section 1 
Nej_ll maintains that 11 No one Hho ha.s ever had occasion 
to forgive a really grievous wrong is likely to doubt 
that forgiveness is an extremely costly medicine, or 
that most men find it difficult to make up their minds 
to pay the necessary price." 1 Tournier agrees: "One 
has to be a psychotherapist to knovJ how rare the 
forgiveness of others is. 112 
In fact the writer has come across only one author 
who maintains the opposi teo Laurens van der Post, "I 
have often noticed 11 1 he writes" "that the suffering 
which is most difficult 0 if not impossible to foreive" 
is unreal 1 imagined suffering ... Persons who have 
keally suffered at the hands of others do not Yind it 
difficult to forgive nor even to understand the people 
who caused their suffering. They do not find it difficult 
to forgive because out of suffering and sorrow comes an 
instinctive sense of privilege. Recognition of the 
creative truth comes in a flash; forgiveness for others 1 
as for ourselves 1 for we know not what we do. 113 
While this may be true in a few exceptional cases 1 
as that of David Hamilton 1 usually forgiveness is an 
"extremely costly medicine". Occasionally" as we have 
seen 1 forgiveness does come dramatically" and suddenly" 
but that is by no means to allege that it is easy. Here 
are ~t examples of acts of forgiveness which although 
prompt and unpremeditated~ were nonetheless costly for 
the forgiver. 
The first (true) story comes from the period 
following the Second World War. Corrie ten Boom" a 
Dutch woman, had been imprisoned by the Germans in Ravens-
bruck Concentration Camp. Her sister had died in the 
camp. After the war 1 Corrie ten Boom went round Germany 
preaching to Germans that God forgives. In Munich she 
was approached by one of the most cruel guards in 
the campo 
Now he was in front of me. hand thrust out: 
1 A fine message, Fraulein! How good it is 
to lmo1.r that, as you say, all our sins are at 
the bottom of the soa~ 1 
And I, who had spoken so glibly of forgiveness, 
fumbled in my pocketbook rather than take 
that hand. He would not remember me, of 
course - how could he remember one prisoner 
among those thousands of women? But I 
remembered him and the leather crop swinging 
from his belt. I was face-to-face with one 
of my captors and my blood seemed to freeze. 
1 You mentioned Ravensbruck in your talk, 1 he 
was saying. 'I was a guard there. 1 No, he 
did not remember me. 1 But since that time, 1 
he went on, 1 I have become a Christian. I 
know that God has forgiven me for the cruel 
things I did there, but I would like to hear 
it from your lips as well. Fraulein, 1 -
again the hand came out - 'will you forgive 
m ,.,? '~ 
And I stood there ~ I .whose sins had again 
and again to be forgiven ~ and could not 
forgive. Betsie had died in that place -
could he erase her slow terrible ·death simply 
for the asking? It could not have been many 
seconds that he stood there - hand held out -
but to me it seemed hours as I wrestled with 
themost difficult thing I had ever had to do. 
For I had to do it - I knew that. The 
message that God forgives has a prior condition: 
that we forgive those who have injured us ..•. 
And still I stood there with the coldness 
clutching my heart. But forgiveness is not 
an emotion - I knew that too. Forgiveness 
is an act of the will, and the will can function 
regardless of the temperature of the heart. 
'Jesus, help me! 1 I prayed silently. 'I 
can lift my hand. I can do that much. You 
supply the feeling. 1 
And so woodenly. mechanically, I thrust my 
hand into the one stretched out to me. And 
as I did. an incredible thing took place. 
The current started in my shoulder, raced down 
my arm, sprang into our joined hands. And then 
this healing warmth seemed to flood my whole 
being, bringing tears to my eyes. 
'I forgive you, brother! 1 I cried. 
all my heart. 14 
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San d;v s, an Irish Homan from 1~ 8ury, I: or 17 --year· old 
1iAno l:,hen 11 , she Henton, 
Hin &. voice al::..cm to rnyself I suid 1 I forgive you', and 
a warrr gJow came over me, filling my whole body. ~here 
are no words to describe it, it was the peace that 
passes understanding. 11 
ivJore often for~:;i ven ess of neep wounds takes time. 
We have already seen that for Bridget there was a slow 
process of forgiveness. Hhcro injuries are deep. and 
more important. resentment has been allowed to settle, 
it may take years o Liam !1 cClu skey. the hunger·· striker, 
had been praying for 18 months for the ability to forgive 
his enemies. Only after the hunger strike was over, and 
he had made his peace with God. was he given the "grace" 
to forgive. 
Sometimes help is needed. Pearl Mckeown, vJhose 20-
year-old daughter Karen was shot in a tit~for··tat 
murder in Belfast, was taught to forgive by her daughter 
herself before she died. Karen said she felt only pity 
for the lad who did it. Once her mother was at her 
bedside, looking very dejected. "Mam", said Karen 1 
"you go home and think about his !vlam." Later Pearl 
confirmed that she had no feelings of bitterness towards 
the lad. "How do you feel about him?" she was asked. 
"More than sorry", was her reply, "I pray daily that 
he will repent." 
Sometimes people have too much to cope with to be 
able to afford the extra burden of resentment. Harry 
!vlcCann, the man whose legs were blown off in a car 
bomb, prayed in the ambulance: "May God forgive the 
people who have done this. 1 1 m going to die." From 
then on he was too preoccupied with making his peace 
with God, and recovering from his physical injuries, to 
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~but to forgive the inceSSRDt provocatjons of 
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law, the bullying husband. the nagging ~ife, the selfish 
daughter,. -~he deceitful son - how ca.n He do i-L? 115 .Su~h 
forglvenebb ~ill be less spectacu~ar than that of a single 
great ~-Jrong. but jt may actually dc:me_nd more strePgth 
of character. Failure at tl1is JllUuua.ue level hat; led Lo 
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difficult the repeated forgiveness of the "incessant 
provocatiolli:l of daily life 11 • it must be aclrno1.-r1edged to be 
absolutely essential to harmonious personal relationships. 
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of an especially cruel lhing that someo~e had done to 
her years tufore. But Miss Barton seemed not to recall 
1 Donit you remember it? 1 he~ friend esked. 'No 1 
came the .:ceply, 1 1 djstinctly remember forgetti~g it. 1 11 <' 
Sometimes the subconscious is not so responsive" 
It may be necessary to repeat the original act of forgive--
ness Hhen the memory of it is stirred" "To forgive for 
the moment is not diff::..cult, H say,s Lel'-'iSo 11 but to e;o 
on forgivingv to forgive the sa~c offence again every 
. ~ . ' . -
.. unere ·::; Lo.t1e rea.J. LUSs_:_e."-
Several Hriters refer to the danger of the line. 
11 I will forgive 9 but not forgetn. The forgiver may 
feel that the offender remains in debt to him. Williams 
points out that "He may in fact he. ve forgiven ·- say 9 
half--forgiven; and the pardon is thought to free the 
pardoner to every claim and compel the pardoned to every 
obedience. 11 The forgiver can easily expect special 
consideration from his injurer, whereas true forgiveness 
does not expect anything beyond Hhat the injurer freely 
wishes to bestoH. 4 
Michael Cassidy warns of tho danger of not forgiving 
"from the heart". "The trouble is that unless forgive-
ness is from the heart, it is like burying the hatchet 
but leaving the handle exposed so one can seize it 
again for further use at a later stage." 5 
H.R. Mackintosh puts it like this: 
Those people who say that they can forgive but 
not forget betray the fact, unconsciously for 
the most part, that their 1 forgiveness 1 has 
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J.R. ~ucas, on the other hand. warns agai~s~ tho 
danger of forge·L.ting coo easily. n~~c cannot ea~dly_ 
.f_Qx_gcJ~-"-nor should ~iic_._ (illy it&lic3) That ·whicl1 a. man 
has done once he may do again. ~e do nut go on uJnish-
ing the peculator <> iJu t He cio not employ hii.:J afc';ain lr~ a 
rr ) ,) 
position where h0 can handle money. Even if a man seems 
sincere in his clete:~'luirw tiun Lo !:,urn over a neH leaf p 
we retain a residual doubt which constitutes a formidable 
barrier to his being again. adrr:itted to complete intimacyoil 7 
Lucas has here raised a very important question "· to what 
extent is it right and prudent to trust again one 
guilty of a serious breach of trust? 
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There is a sto~v told of Thomas ~dison. the 
ir. v en -:-,aT of the cl e ct::--i 8 1ight bnl b. P.ftc:::-- years 
o? expc:;~irncnt Edison ln·oducud tllL fi:rst workin€< bull.J 
-u, on t.he fJoorl Jlftu:r· oany hou•~c> more 1:Jor}:, Edi.son 
;;:::cdGcco l:.e;ht b·ulb uuL'usr ::2 .. e:mJ ::lml:2ed 1-::. sL·c.i.ght 
to hiu assistant. Edison 1 s trust showed that he had 
forgiven him for his earlier carelessness.~ 
Trust and forgiveness do seem to go together. 
In St. John~s Gospel, the forgiven Peter is given a 
job to do: "Feed my sheepH, Jesus teJls hjm. (John 
c~apter 21 verse 17). An up--to·-date experience of this 
kind is recounted by a correspondent, J.E. Saunders. 
i 1At this tjme 11 , she \·!:rites~ 11 I found it very difficult 
to 1 be quiet 1 but for some reason I went upstairs to my 
bedroom .•. and just sat on my bed looking Rt a crucifix 
I had hung on the wall .••. I think my mind was more or 
less blank when a voice beside me said, oh so clearly, 
iYou are forgiven my child, I have work for you to do.·'-'' 2 
These examples, however, do not really answer 
Lucas 1 s point. In the case of Edison, the mistake was 
an accident. Of course there was an element of risk in 
entrusting the second light bulb to his assl8tant. buL 
it was not the same as trusting someone whose fault was 
deliberate. In the other two examples, trust is placed 
in those who are penitent, and whose sincerity is not 
in doubt. 
Lucas is talking about a situation in which the 
sincerity of the repentance is in doubt. This difficulty 
becomes greater when the offender has failed repeatedly 
despite being the object both of forgiveness and renewed 
trust. There may come a point at which trust becomes 
foolish. 
However, let us go back to the example that Lucas 
gives. Presumably the peculator is a 11 first offender 11 • 
Is not the writer's attitude a little harsh? Could not 
a 11 generous venture of trustn be extended to one 1·!ho 
t:n..;sted funyp hotc~ iE: ho to demonstrate fu U.y th~.1t L:_~; 
rcps~tanco is real? 
An illustratio~ from another s~hero muy help us 
nere. Kenneth Presto:1 L-> taJlij_ng 8 bout the restoration 
of the mar~iagc relationship after an act of infidelity. 
A relationship which has been shattered by 
deeds can seldow be put right by words. 
Words will be needed. but without deeds they 
will not be believed. Usually it takes a 
deed to undo a deed. A trust that has been 
destroyed can only be restored gradually. 
Supposing the husband is at fault. He must be encouraged 
to wait patiently until he has given his wife grounds for 
trusting him. 
It is sometimes difficult. even for the best 
of wives. to fAel entire confidence in a 
husband once her confidence in him has 
b88n destroyed.. Dut l.l lu.:; l::; prepared to be 
patient and to work hard to give her back 
her trust in him. then she in turn can 
make herself trust him accordingly. 3 
So although forgiveness should lead to renewed trust. 
it may not happen overnight. On the other hand. a complete 
renewal of trust and friendship should be the aim of for-
giveness and the situation of wariness. described by 
Lucas. kept to as short a time as is reasonable. In the 
case of the peculator. then. he would not be immediately 
entrusted with large sums of money. But opportunity 
should be taken to give him some responsibility in the 
area in which he had failed. Otherwise he might well 
question the reality of the forgiveness which it is 
claimed he has been offered. He might become discouraged, 
being denied the opportunity to make amends. Above all, 
he might bitterly regret the loss of an important friend-
ship and his own impotence to do anything to restore it 
to its previous status. 
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~e have already 8een how difficult it is to forGive. 
Not surprisinely, thAn~ t.hArr-'! RrP. mFPly people Hho appear 
to forgive, but who actually fail. As Tournier writes; 
iiCJre has to be a psychotherapist to lmow how re.re tl:e 
forgiveneEH of otheTs is, and hou aggressiveness can 
bo ropr8sscd behind fa.J.se forgj_veness. For Hhat false 
love~ wlwt fnl se :Cnr-t;iver"e'L3 betwef.:n [J]On ·· and part:lcu1·· 
arly in the Churches and in religious families .. and 
for what anxieties these repressions are responsible, 
anxieties of 1-vhich He are the secret VIitnesses! nJ. 
Psychiatrist R.C.A. Hunter explains this further: 
The second form of forGiveness is a reaction 
formation, a defence against vengeful 
aggression. Thus 1 I could kill ¥ou for 
what you have done 1 ( retaliation) becomes 
1 I will love you and pretend I don't feel 
aggrieved over you 1 • Symptoms of this 
pseudo-forgiveness are:.. (a) an 1 ob __ trusive 
and onerous quality 1 to the forgiving so 
that one feels the need for protection against 
such righteousness. (b) the 'forgetting' 
aspect is missing - the patient seems to 
nurture memories of the past. (c) there is 
a quality of smug virtue, masking a 
latent hostility. 2 
As an example of (a) and (c) we may take a passage 
from one of the novels of P.G. Wodehouse. 
It is a good ruJ.e in life never to apologise. 
The right sort of people do not want 
apologies and the wrong sort take a mean 
advantage of them. Sellers belonged to 
the latter class. When Annette, meek, 
penitent, with all her claws sheathed 
came to him and grovelled, he forgave her 
with a repulsive magnanimity which in a 
less subdued mood would have stung her to 
renewed pugnacity. As it was, she allowed 
herself to be forgiven and retired with a 
dismal conviction that from now on he 
would be more insufferable than ever. 3 
We have already noted the dangers of (b), forgiving 
without forgetting. There is a good example of this in 
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen. The Rev. Mr. Collins 
writes to Mr. Bennett(Lydia's father): 
I am truly rejoiced that my cousin 
Lydia's sad business has been so well 
}~u~l.i~J UJJ 9 U..l"icJ Ql;~ Gl'"l1~1" eOJlC\_'l'LC:J 
that their living together befo~e the 
T:i3.:-:-':Li a so tool~ ::-1 c c:::. :::1 ~,.t;~ d ~:::::. ::; o 
genera.J J;y }mown.. i :n'.J:::·(, not, hovrever, 
nc::<: .. ect 1cJJ~ ch.;t·l c;::1 or l.J'/ :Jt::timl; or 
T ~ i.' =._ £l :2_!1 ~~':.r_., OlTl ~~ f-! :.- J:.!. Y' ~-:1 ~~- ;_;~,_.r ~-- ~;~c_'_ >~ ~~ l!! C~l ~L :; 
at heari~~ yo~ ro2o_vej tho young 
cot:ple :ir.to yc-J::' nousc c.~2 0c011 as tbcy 
were married. It w2~ an encourafe~o~t 
of vice; a~d had I heen the rector of 
LoLgbourn, I shou~d have very sirenuouHly 
opposed it. You ought certainly to 
forgive them as a Christian; but never 
to admit them in your sight, or allow 
their names to be mentioned in your 
hearing. 
1 That is his notion of Christian 
forgiveness. 1 comments Mr. Bennett wrily. 4 
Again, in Dickens 1 tJ_§.rtin _9_Qu:z~lewj. t J olm Westlock 
asks forgiveness of Mr. Pecksniff for giving offence. 
)'_ 
Mr. Pecksniff agrees, but refuses to shake hands. John 
says that he refuses forgiveness on these terms. Mr. 
Pecksnirf 1nsists that he aoes torg1ve ana John must 
accept it, He later says that his heart is still grieved 
and wounded and yet at the same time he forgives. 5 
Mackintosh has some scathing words on this so-called 
11 forgiven e s s 11 ~ 
In our resentment at injury we will not 
strike back; we dislike the customs of 
the secular, whose frankly avowed maxim 
is to give as good as they get, and in 
addition the command of Jesus keeps down 
our hands; but in the private world of 
feeling we are our own masters and may 
please ourselves, We have a long memory, 
and, once wronged, we intend to show the 
spared offender very plainly that he can 
never again be the same to us, Grievance. 
too. has a taste of luxury which lies as 
a sweet morsel under the tongue,,,,, 
To call this forgiveness would be absurd, 6 
Sometimes false forgiveness means an attempt to 
"forget" a hurt before forgiveness has taken place. In 
this case the forgetting aspect is not missing, but 
prematurely present. and repression of the hurt results. 
John Knox has some wise words on this subject. 
A wrong. done or suffered~ ceases to be 
divisive and destructive. not when it is 
"f',·y:-·,;c,f.t.r::n L'.V ea~i1 person separu. tely, 
but 'v-illc.n i-t is :ceruernbered lJy both 
T1F.- :..)!1)' .L_~ -~(~;~·-~-~-}191":- 1.1.-;-:_c:-:, tl:.rQ 1--'l::! .. C :::>Qfl!Jp 
the. Hrcnt:Pd 2.!J.d -~hR ·v;-ro:Jp~one", c<~-" 
:···:o"TJc:IJllf"~ t-,hP. l_,,r:_~c:c;: J::.O[,~~cc,!:(<:.' in tLe ;:::ewe 
1-:.:i;·; o_r;c~ c.:.:c: a ;-;b-uea e~~peTionce, -~"18'1., 
&~a only tncn~ is it t~u~y forgiven ,,, 
~~o:..r:·vl.-'-'2IlC[~S ::_[J n n-- R c i.0~iir_g cE FJ::1e 1 ~ 
eyes. Such indulcer::cc . , , is weakness 
and illusion; forgiveness is always 
strength and truth. 7 
So false forgiveness is common and takes many 
forms, It is almost invariably damaging, a deception 
perpetrated knowjngly or unknowingly. which lacks the 
"strength and truth 11 of the real thing. It may lead 
to the patching up of a relationship, but never to its 
renewal, For :real forgiveness often results not merely 
in a return to the status quo ante" but to a new quality 
of friendship. forgP.o in the fire of a hurt that is first 
acknowledged and then forgiven. 1'hi s is uh~' r_.IP 'TJU:C:t 
agree with Helen Oppenheimer 1 s pi thy comment~ "A 
real forgiveness to come is better than a sham forgive-
ness imagined. 118 
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So far we have looked at for~iveness mainly frow 
1~ J.s new ti~c to 
tnTn our attention to the experience of being forgiven" 
T~c lor~-~ C:.rivc:" \;},r: k~ lled if;<c:ry Sandys? son described 
her forgiveness of him in these terms. In the story 
from nussiaD quoted abo\'ep a \•Jeight fell f1'0!11 the 
pTisoner 1 s soul as he realised that the Baptist had 
forgiven him. 
Sometimes, as with the act of forgiving. being 
forgiven leads to a physical :re]ease" Tournier tells 
the story of a woman with a drink problem. It carne to 
light eventually that the problem lay in her relationship 
with her mother" She had left horne and gone to be a 
governess in America. but that had not solved the problem, 
which arose from a sense of resentment at the saintliness 
of her mother. She told Tournier ~ 1'0ver there ln Arneri8a 
the Atlantic Ocean was not enough to separate me from my 
mother. and unconsciously I dug a moral ditch between her 
and me by means of drink ... When I got horne today I 
threw my arms around my mother's neck and asked her to 
forgive me for all this. and I have been set free from 
my passion for port. 111 
The story in St. Luke's Gospel (chapter 7 verses 
35-50) of the woman who was a sinner shows the emotional 
as well as the spiritual release that comes from being 
forgiven. As Mackintosh comments. "To know oneself 
forgiven is to have the spring of love unsealed. 112 
Yet this is not to say that the experience of being 
forgiven is an easy one. as several writers point out. 
Thus Williams writes that "It is not easy to be forgiven; 
certainly not to continue in the knowledge of being 
forgiven. 113 C,F, Maule adds that 11 the process of 
responding to it (God 1 s forgiveness) is itself infinitely 
costly. 114 And what is true of being forgiven by God 
is also true of being forgiven by one 1 s fellow human 
being. 
The co2tliness of being f'nT•rrl \TPn 
- ~- ,., - . - --
the humiliation of accepti~g and admitting one's 
responsibility for wrong" So. in the Old testa~ent. we 
of th\~i:r cowardJy act :i._11 bet:cayi11g biitlo Only Hhe:,;_ ·~hey 
flTC ';bl'ovgltt to ·(~]-;pir knPe.si! does Joseph :;:-evGnl himself 
and forgive them. (Genesis cbapte~ 44-45). 
We have already mentioned the story of the restorat-
ion of Peter by Jesus. That restoration was costly. 
Rowan Williams draws out the subtlety of St. Johnus 
description of the scene: 
After the meaJ. Jesus' threefold interrogation 
of Peter recapitulates Peter's threefold 
denial, As on his first appearance before 
Jesus in the Gospel (1~42), he is addressed 
as 'Simon, son of John 1 : but he is at the 
same moment being reminded that he is no 
longer simply 1 Simon, son of John 1 • He is 
Peter the apostle9 the failed apostle. Some 
have noLed Lha~ ~he ;charcoal fire: (anthrakia) 
burning on the shore echoes the mention of 
the anthrakia burning in the High Priest's 
courtyard on another chilly morning (18~18), 
the fire at which Peter warms himself as 
he denies his Lord. """"Simon has to 
recognise himself as betrayer~ that is part 
of the past that makes him who he is" If 
he is to be called again; if he can again 
become a true apostle, the 1Peter 1 that he 
is in the purpose of Jesus rather than the 
Simon who runs back into the cosy obscurity 
of ordinary life, his failure must be 
assimilated, lived through again and brought 
to good and not to destructive issue" 5 
Being forgiven is certainly not the same thing as 
being "let-off" - a common misconception. The woman 
taken in adultery was forgiven. She was also pardoned -
the punishment due to her was not exacted. But she was 
not "let off", in the sense that the reality of her wrong 
was denied. Jesus said: "You may go; do not sin again. 11 
(John chapter 8 verse 11). 
In fact, the usual effect of being forgiven is to 
be bound more closely to the one forgiving, that is, if 
the forgiveness is real and offered with love and under-
standing. This feeling of being in debt to the forgiver 
often results in a desire to make amends, to do something 
f1·om -(,J·,f: GoRpP.:J s i~ t~:o.-::, of Zo::.ccnacus (~;Jke chapter 19 
verses 1 .. ] 0). Eaving l:Jeen £'orgi--.ie:r.. and accepted by 
Christ. he sets about making amends in a big way. He 
offers to give away half of his possessions: 20% was 
the recognised figure among the rabbis (SB iv:l.546-551). 
He also promises to repay those whom he has cheated four-
fold. This was the figure required of a man compelled to 
make restitution for an act of destructive robbery 
(Exodus chapter 22 verse 1 and 2 Samuel chapter 12 verse 
6). When the offender confessed and made voluntary 
restitution. t!1e v1l10le amount stolen plus one fifth was 
deemed sufficienL (Numbers chapter 5 verse 7 and 
Leviticus chapter 6 verse 5). 
The importance of being able to make reparation. 
and its link with a person's self-worth. is stressed by 
psychiatrist Jack Dominian in his paper "Forgiveness and 
Personality 11 • Talking about the parent-child relationship 
he points out that 11 The price for forgiveness must not 
be the demise. dismissal or humiliation of the aggressoro" 
The parent must be able to accept reparation without 
diminishing the worth or the identity of the accused. 
Reparation is important - it allows the child to grow 
from his experience. and to learn from it in such a way 
that he will not want to hurt his parent in the same way 
again ... 11 Forgiveness must be based so far as it is 
possible on the essential need to endow the growing child 
with a continuous and enlarging sense of its own good 
identity. rather than burden it with a bad identity 
which expresses more the limitations of the parents 
than the child's failure to overcome its own. 116 Moberley 
talks about the forgiveness of a parent for his child 
as the loving response to the child's first move towards 
penitence. "Such forgiveness". he says. "is the sunshine 
Psychologist relanie Klein also stresses the import-
ance of reparation if the cnild is to counter what she 
call::; the 11 dqlrcc;si iie pos i tLu•J 11 , tl!.e sti:!.£;8 :c'eacbed at 
about 6 months Hhen the infant discovers the.t his hatred. 
The drjve to reparation helps to restore the relationshj.p 
and enables growth in maturity. and in later life social 
concern and creativity. 8 Atkinson~ who builds on the 
work of Klein. stresses the corresponding need for for~ 
giveness on the part of the adult. He argues that if the 
child is to progress through the 11 dopressive position 11 
there is the need for a "facilitating environment" in 
which forgiveness is offered. If the child receives 
only destructive responses to his destructive impulses 
he will be anxious and tend to fear that others will treat 
him b8_dly. He may thus 11 get stuck 11 at the retaliatory 
stage. But if he finds he is 11 forgiven 11 • i.e. receives 
love ln response to his destructive acts. then he is 
enabled to mature. 9 
So the experiences of childhood in the realm of for~ 
giveness are vital. As Dominian says. "The essential 
of forgiveness implies patterns which are acquired in 
childhood and which have an enduring impression on all 
subsequent intimate relationships between human beings. 
and between man and God. 11 1 0 
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both parties are at fault. Here there is a need for 
mutual ~orgiveness, a rccoviition that the blame for 
I' , 
UUa 
F~-1at has happoLod cam.tct be vJ uccd \\'holly on tbe shou1dors 
of one person" 
This is frcquc~tly true in marital disputes, which 
can often be resolved by mutual forgiveness" As 
William Cowper says: 
The humblest and the happiest pair 
Will find occasion to forbear 
And somethingv every day they live 
To pity, and perhaps forgive! 1 
A delightful example of mutual forgiveness in marriage 
comes to us from Festa Kivengere, an African Bishop" 
It was after midnight and I was still. 
awake" My wife was peacefully sleeping. 
In my thoughts I was taking her to court 
and accusing her. I ~aid, 1 Yes, Lord, 
she is really wrong thj_s time" 1 1 But she 
is sound~y asleep, 1 the Lord said to me, 
1 and you are still in court. Do you mean 
that it is the holy people that don 1 t 
sleep? You are wrong" tv on 1 t you accept 
it? 1 In the end I had to say, 1 Yes, Lord, 
I vras wrong, but what shall I do? 1 1 Early 
in the morning ask her forgiveness for 
your attitude. 1 I said, 'What if she 
doesn't accept it? 1 He s~id, 'You leave 
that to me, just do your part. 1 So early 
in the morning I woke her up. Hesitantly, 
I said, 1 I 1 m sorry about the hardness 
of last night .• " 1 At first she wondered 
if I meant business, but then I said, 
'Please forgive me. 1 She did forgive me, 
bless her. Immediately the Lord removed 
the barrier. 1 I 1 m sorry too, 1 she said. 
~was rather fussy about the thing. 1 
And I said, 1 No, it wasn't your fault. 1 
Laughing, she said, 1 No it wasn't your 
fault either.' And we were in each others 
arms, forgiven by each other and the Lord. 2 
Poet William Blake wrote again and again about mutual 
forgiveness, as in the following instances, 
Mutual forgiveness of each vice 
Such are the Gates of Paradise. (The Gates of 
Paradise) 
And throughout all eternity 
I forgive you, you forgive me. 
As our dear Redeemer said: 
c T hi s t h e \'lin c an d -c. hi s t h e B ~(' n R rl 7 " ( n n t i t l e d no em ) 
" .!. • 
0 point of mutual forgiveness between enem5es! 
Birthplace of the l~mb of God incowprehencible. 
(Jerusalem) 
This is Jerusalem in evory man 
A Tent and Tabernacle of Mutual forgiveness. 
(Jerusalem). 3 
Sometimes 11 Jerusalern" is a lost city because people 
are prepared to forgivep but see nothing in their behaviour 
that requires the forgiveness of the other. As Williams 
wisely cornmentsp "!~any reconciliations have unfortunately 
broken down because both parties have come prepared to 
forgive and unprepared to be forgiven. 114 
However 0 when both parties do acknowledge their 
faults the effect can be dramatic. This was the case with 
Ken. a young Japq~ese sent by his church to Papua New 
Guinea. 
lt was a project of re~unulll~Llon. ae5cntment 
and bad feeling against Japan has rankled in 
Papua since the war. This was a deliberate 
attempt on the part of the Japanese church to 
extend the right hand of fellowship and to 
show the love of Christ. The practical aim 
was for our team to co-operate with the Papuans 
in building a mission house. The house was 
built. and a large measure of reconciliation 
achieved ... 
Wonderful as this encounter with the Papuans 
was. the turning pointfur me was my encounter 
with an Australian doctor. He had been through 
the war as a young military doctor and has 
worked in Papua ever since. His greeting 
when we met was like a slap in the face: 1 You 
needn't worry. I don't hold anything against 
you Japs personally. But the Papuans can 
never forget what you did in the war. 1 What 
had I got to do with the war? I wasn't 
even born then! Anyway, the fault wasn 1 t 
only on the Japenese side. Excuses and retorts 
piled up in my mind. However. I suppressed 
them. and said nothing. But over the next few 
days I had to work with this Australian. and 
time and time again the conversation kept 
corning back to the war. I got more and more 
angry. We Japanese are taught to control 
our feelings, and so I put up with it. But 
all the time resentment against him was 
bo_i_linp; inside Jnf:o '.•!hy oid he have to 
keep harping on the war? And ·why did J: 
have to work witlJ nirr1 anyway? 'de had come 
l,u \-vuFL v;:i_Lb i...l1o ?apc.an::>, net HitL the 
Fi1i tes l 
i' 'I rl : , }; r :n 1; 1 r: C 8 ~J G t 0 t ; , C ::1 :1_ r 2 C l r;:; C 2' 0 8 ::: " ? h i S 
is a famous sightsee~ng spot. D~ring the 
wa~ 0 a Pap~an ch~rc~ was s~ellod and des~royed 
by Japanese naval gunnery" Eut by a seeming 
miracle the tower and the cross stood firm -
and are still standing today. The proud 
relic is a symbol of the undefeated spirit of 
the Papuan people, It is known as the 
miracle cross. The doctor took me to see 
this famous landmark. As I am a keen photo·· 
grapher 1 I got someone to take a photograph 
of us in front of the miracle cross. We even 
linked arms, And then it happened. 
Up to that point I still felt this suporessed 
rage. I couldn't say anything kind oJ loving 
or humble. But an impulse to speak over-
whelmed me, an almost physical stimulus 
coming from the cross behind me. I had to 
speak, I blurted out : 1 The war was terrible, 
Ana 1:Je were to blame. Yorgi ve us~ ' 
And all at once he was clinging to me 1 weeping 
and saying 1 No. no. it 1 s for you to forgive 
me! 1 I could hardly believe it. This tough. 
seasoned Aussie in tears! All the resentment 
that had been building up inside me evaporated. 
Hate. jealousy. rage, melted away. It was a 
moment of total reconciliation. in front of 
the miracle cross. I shall never forget that 
moment. 5 
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The story at the end of our last section intror'J.l;ces 
to a question that W8 must face before our review of 
L:.::"J::tn :':orgivei:.ess is CUHJ.fJJ t~·~uo }~Ul•.J far can one pcrr>on 
represent a nation. repent of its evils and so receivn 
forgiveness for somcth-':.ng he has not done? Ken was not 
responsible for his compatriots 1 offence against the 
Papuans. As he pointed out. he was not even born when 
they took place. yet in the end he felt it right and 
proper to represent his forbears and to seek forgiveness 
on their behalf. 
The same sort of thing happened to David Gillett. 
an English clergyman who worked for several years in 
Northern Ireland. Once Gillett was attending an ecumenical 
service at which a Roman Catholic spoke of the release 
that would come to his people if the English were to repent 
of the oppression f~lt to hav~ b~an inflicted by British 
rule. Gillett responded by leading the handful of English 
people present in an act of repentance for what was wrong 
in their fellow~countrymen 1 s past and present attitude 
to the Irish. Although there was no immediate reaction. 
several individuals told him later how helpful that act 
of repentance had been to them. 3 
Simon Barrington~Ward records two instances from the 
Middle East. pointing to "The Jewish woman who. after 
the killing of the three Arab students at the Hebron 
Arab University. went straight there the next day. brav-
ing any hostility she might well meet. to tell the 
students that she was ashamed and that all Jews were 
not like this." He also mentions the story of a young 
Israeli Christian who at a service stood with an Arab 
member of the congregation. his arm round him. and asked 
forgiveness for his 01m feelings of resentment when his 
car was stoned by Arab boys. but also for the injustice 
meted out by his people to the Arabs. 2 
We have a moving and searching exposition of this 
theme of vicarious repentance from Bishop Lakshman 
Wickremesinghe of Sri Lanka. It comes in his last pastoral 
letter. ~ritten a few weeks before his death from a 
',~[wt happenen at tbe end of JuJy 1933? The:"'e 
<~rP. tl1oo:ciss 8.DCi -Li1ere are facts. The f;=u-:ts 
LO\'IcVOl' cannot oe deEiodo ':::'hovsanr=J.s of Tawlls 
old o.Ld yount-::. a:r1d eveD little c!-lilci:ren, ue:ce 
n s s a ul t. e d " r c b ~ c ::1 • 1-:: j ll 8 J • u e :;:· e a '-' e ci , an d. r:J a d e 
refugees. They saw their homes. possessions, 
vehicles. shops and factories plundered. burnt 
or destroyed. These people were humiliated, 
made to live in fear and rendered helpless. 
The people responsible for all this violence 
and destruction and suffering were mostly 
Sinhalese. And according to available 
evidence. the police and armed forces were 
seen in different places to be either in-
active spectators or active supporters of 
these mobs who attacked the lives and 
properties of Tamils" 
The massive retaliation mainly by Sinhalese 
against defenceless Tamils in July 1983. 
cannot be justified on moral grounds" We must 
admit this Rn~ acknawlodgo our sharna. w~ musL 
be ashamed because what took place was a moral 
crime" We are ashamed as Sinhalese for the 
moral crime other Sinhalese committed. We must 
not only acknowledge our shame" We must also 
make our apology to those Tamils who were 
unjustified victims of this massive retaliat-
ion" An apology must be made for three reasons. 
First, as Sinhalese we share in the total life 
of our people. We share in all that is good 
and great in our Sinhala heritage. In the 
same way, when a section of the Sinhalese do 
what is morally wrong or bad, we share in it. 
As members of the whole group we share in the 
evil they have done. Secondly, it is a mark 
of moral maturity to acknowledge a moral crime 
on behalf of those closely knit to us, who do 
not realise that they have done wrong. And 
an apology is made on their behalf" Thirdly, 
there is the example of Jesus in the midst 
of brutality and suffering" He shared in the 
guilt of all those who were involved in the 
moral crime of bringing about his unjust 
death, .. " 
To admit the wrong, .to make the apology and to 
change past attitudes may awaken a new moral 
sense among a section of the Tamils" They 
may come to acknowledge the moral wrong of 
condoning violence, especially the seeking of 
revenge, among their own people, The main 
point, however, is that the true basis of 
reconciliation is admission of wrong done and 
an appeal for forgiveness" When forgiveness 
'1"1 I_ o 
is given or a mutual apology is evok2d. 
reconcj_J.iation beg5ns to take effect. 8lowly 
but ~u~ely, H?rdened attitudes begin to 
change, 3 
So fur wo have co~sidcrcd those who could in no 
reasonable sense be l:sld respor:.sible for t!Je wront;s ·wbich 
tl2.ey ecre confessing, except in so fe.:r ap, they be~lont'; to 
the same race or nation. But there are other cases in 
which a person feels guilty. (and hence presumably the 
need to ask forgiveness of those injured) because of a 
failure to oppose the evil act of another despite its 
boing in some sense within their power to do so, Karl 
Jaspers reflects on the ways that Germans opposed to Hitler 
rationalised their acceptance of his regime, Some, for 
instance. identified the regime with the Fatherland and 
so justified their acceptance of it as patriotismo Others 
argued that there was some "good in it" or that it was 
hPst. to o-o RloniY with it, nntiJ thP riP'ht time arrived to 
~ ~ ~ 
overthrow it, But Jaspers clearly is not willing for any 
of his fellow~countrymen to be able to exculpate them-
s elves in this way, He and they t.Jere guilty of 11 impotent 
submission", "Blindness for the misfortune of others. 
lack of imagination of the heart. inner indifference 
towards the witnessed evil - that is moral guilt, 114 
Later on in the same paper Jaspers refers to another 
sort of guilt. the guilt incurred by remaining alive 
when other lives have been unjustly taken, This is an 
example of what Jaspers calls "metaphysical guilt". a 
guilt before oneself. rather than a guilt before others, 
In such cases. there may be no rupture of relationships 
with otherso Other people may not feel let down by the 
agent's failure to act as a hero. and may not be seeking 
forgiveness, Yet the agent feels guiity, 5 
What forgiveness then is needed. if any? The 
answer may be "none", The person may need to see that 
his feeling of guilt is irrational. since no one feels 
aggrieved at his action or. more probably. inaction, 
But sometimes reason cannot conquer emotion, The man 
feels guilty. and he needs to be forgiven, The answer 
then is this: he must learn to forgive himself, 
lJ ot e s 
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13 FORGIVING ONRSELF 
At first sight there may seem something odd about 
~te 1·!~1ole concept of self··f'jrglliPJle.s,::;, \;;t=; l~avR HC!t-D 
that forgiveness jG essenti~l~y an ~.nter··porsonal 
2..cti·;it;yo involv::..n::; t:-Jc lc-stint; c;o of rescr:,t;1cnt a2c.in~t 
another personp and the attempt. where possible. to 
establish a renewed relationship. 
We have also seen that the act of forgiving need 
not. and sometimes cannot. involve the re-establishment 
of a severed relationship. The only thing that is 
essential is a change of attitude and action on the part 
of the forgiver. For this reason it would be wrong to 
rule out self-forgiveness as a logical impossibility, on 
the grounds that only one person is involved. 
Arendt maintains that logically we cannot forgive 
ourselves because we do not perceive ourselves with the 
distinctness that others do, and so we are not in a 
position to forgive the "what" for the "who 11 .:t However. 
although we see ourselves differently from others, we 
do not necessarily see ourselves less distinctly. They 
see things in us that we miss, true, but we know things 
about ourselves which others do not know. In fact, when 
we forgive ourselves, precisely the same process descri~ 
bed by Arendt happens ~ we forgive the horrid "what" for 
the valued "who" we know ourselves to be. 
0 1 Shaughnessy points to two reasons why a man may 
feel it impossible to forgive himself. One is that he 
has committed a crime so horrible that it would generally 
be regarded as unforgiveable, for example, the extermin-
ation of Jews in Belsen. The other reason is that he is 
not ready for forgiveness, because he has not yet fully 
repented of the wrongful deed. 2 
In both these instances, the person concerned is 
taking forgiveness seriously. In the first case, the 
man is presumably penitent. and so needs to be told that 
even the most heinous crimes can be forgiven when the 
perpetrator repents. In the second case, the man needs 
to see the necessity of full repentance which will result 
in self -foreivcncoc. 
By contrast with these examples. we may excuse 
and so 11 forgive 11 ourselves too easily. As Kolna:J_ 
rcma.rb;, 11 1n !Tost of' us a t<.mdcncy to solf··excu1pution 
is operative and nee<is carefnl t.vatching" 113 LevJis agreesp 
pointing out thc.t r1thorc u::>ually is cor::c ar.JOunt of cx::;llse, 
some 'extenuating circur::stances, 1 He are so very an;dous 
to point these out to God (and to ourselves) that we are 
apt to forget the really important thing; that is the 
bit left over, the bit which the excuses don 1 t cover,,, 114 
The danger then is that we excuse ourselves, rather 
than face the costliness of forgiving ourselves, with all 
that this involves in squarely facing up to the wrong we 
have committed, Perhaps it is for this reason that some 
theolog:ians have suggested that ~:Je should not forgive our·· 
selves, Thus Newman wrote.: 11 A true penitent never 
foTgives himself 115 a.nd. I'-1ac:t6YJto;:~h that 11 .:i_t i,s more than 
doubtful whether in any real sense a Christian can ever 
'forgive himself' for wrongdoing," 6 
Donald Baillie strongly disagrees ~ it is the 
"moralist" not the Christian who cannot forgive himself, 
11 A moralist, as such can never forgive himself The 
poor moralist is too proud to forgive himself, and so 
self-righteousness and self-despair meet together and 
are one,,, A moral law cannot forgive, and the moral 
consciousness cannot forgive itself." 7 
Baillie goes on to point out that the key to self-
forgiveness is to accept the forgiveness of God, and 
quotes F.W. Robertson: 11 it is the beauty of the penitence 
which is according to God, that at last the sinner, 
realising God's forgiveness, does learn to forgive him-
self,,,,"8 
The point can be widened, The key to self-forgive~ 
ness is usually the experience of being forgiven, As 
Neill says, "(True forgiveness) means that the one who 
has been wronged recognises to the full the wrong that 
has been done and the injury that it has caused him; 
and then creates an entirely new situation by accepting 
t~n wroncdoer as a friend settine himself beside him 
Lo help him to make a fresh start. In such a 
c.jtuation, even the man ·~100 feels that lH; 1 ca~rot 
fc:'t;ivc Lim self r L:o.y feel that ·~here is bo:po fer 
him after all. 11 ~ 
a great wrong, reay find it difficult to forget. The 
remedy here is the remembrance of that forgiveness 
which has been offered, by God or another human being. 
and which is the truly important present fact, whatever 
the wrongdoer's feelings about the past. As S¢ren 
Kiorkcgaard once wrote, 11 I must have faith that God in 
forgiving has forgotten what guilt there is """" in 
thinking of God I must think that he has forgotten itu 
and so learn to dare to forget it myself in forgiveness~ 10 
l. H. Arendt : p.243. 
2. RoJ. O'Shaughnessy 
C. S. Lc-vds : 11 Cn Forr;ivenes::J 11 0 
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.SU!lt~ARY 
Our enquiry into hu:na.n forgiveness has sho1m us 
that it is always. without exception. a personal response 
to personal wrong. In this it differs from pardon. 
wh~ch i.s a sociel activity undertaken only by one qualif-
L::d to do so. Forg~\.vencss is different from both under .. 
otandin~ and tolerance in its response to personal wrong. 
True forgiveness always involves the letting go of 
resentment and results in healing for the one who for-
gives. Prior to an act of forgiveness repentance on the 
part of the wrongdoer is desirable but not essential. 
When such repentance takes place forgiveness includes a 
measure of trust being placed in the one forgiven. Since 
forgiveness is one of the most difficult of human activi-
ties~ we find that there are ways in which it is falsif-
ied9 knowingly or unknowingly. 
Forgiveness is not easy for the one being forgiven 
either. Counter-balancing the humiliation of repentance. 
there needs to be the possibility of reparation by the 
wrongdoer. so that his self-confidence can be restored. 
Many situation involve wrongs on both sides. with a con-
sequent need for mutual forgiveness, There are also 
occasions when it is appropriate for an individual to 
repent of wrongs cowmitted not by himself. but by those 
whom he is seen to represent, 
Finally. we have noted that self-forgiveness. 
although difficult to understand and open to abuse. is 
a real and necessary activity for a wrongdoer who has 
sincerely repented. 
In Part II we turn to God 1 s forgiveness. 
inction between pardon and forgiveness proves as useful 
as it did in considering human forgiveness. Thereafter 
we follow a different course from that taken in Part I. 
However. the essentially personal character of forgive-
ness is not lost sight of. despite the appearance of more 
social perspectives such as release from debt and just-
ification" To conclude Part II we focus on the 
heart of fo:rgjvenAPS wheTJ we consider the par?hie of 
:j_ OJl n 
Introduction 
~r·:1c Bible tus much to say about tlH; pardon &nd 
forgiveness of Gorl. Because God Js tho C:rcatcr of man. 
and because he is the Creator of the moral order to 
which man is subject, God is someone who can rightly 
punish or pardon 0 in tho social sense we explored in 
Part Io Because God is Father, because he has made man 
50. 
in his own image, because be stands in a personal relation ... 
ship with his creatures, God can also be hurt, and can 
offer or withhold personal forgivenesso 
An attempt to go through the Bible, book by book. 
trying to distinguish whether in any given text the writer 
is tAlking about God's pardon or God's forgiveness, is 
certainly beyond the scope of this thesis" It is probably 
also pointless, for the writers of the Bible probably 
did not have the distinction in their minds as they wroteo 
However. this is not to say that to make the distinction 
as we think about God's activity in regard to man's wrong-
doing is .poin tles So On the contrary, failure to keep it in 
mind can lead to faulty theologyo For instance, the 
doctrine of the impassibility of God, the idea that God 
being God cannot suffer, is tenable only if we postulate 
a God who merely pardons mankind from aboveo But in the 
light of all that we have learnt about forgiveness, it 
is frankly impossible to propose that a personal God can 
forgive without suffering, or if we do we have immediat-
ely lost contact with forgiveness as we understand it 
in human experienceo 
Further, we have lost contact with what the Bible 
actually tells us about the suffering of God in forgive-
nesso Particularly in some of the prophets, we find a 
God whose heart is touched time and again by the faith-
lessness of his peopleo The message of the prophet 
Hosea, for instance, is a nonsense if we try to find God 
pardoning Israel with the cool impassive air of the Duke 
in The Merchant of Venice or Measure for Measureo 
L-- - .-~_ • .._ -~· 
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U_lo 
For Bose8, Isro.el is God's hr~de: (l v <3 ?- v '/~ 
2 v 16 ; 2 v l 9 ' 3 v l ) 0 H o s e a s e e s in his o Fn Hi f e 1 s s e J:--
ual infidelity a picture of lsrael's infidelity to a love·· 
~Rtch, ~.nitiated by God. and sustEj.ned at great pcroonal 
cost despite that infidelity 2 v 14··17. etco) In 
chapter ll he preRePts PS uith &.nother pictu:t"e: Is:l:'c.c1 
is a darling son, whom he has rescued from Eeypt and then 
taught to walko He had held him in his arms and fed him 
(ll v 3-4)0 But the son is rebelljous and goes to 
Egypt (of all nations~) and Assyria for helpo Even so, 
God will not abandon the son who has abandoned himo In 
one of the most moving passages in the whole of the Old 
Testament he cries out~ 
How can I give you up, Ephraim, 
how can I surrender you, Israel? 
How can I make you like Admah 
or treat you as Zeboyim? 
My heart is changed within me, 
My remorse kindles already. 
l will not let loose my fury, 
I will not turn round and destroy 
for I am God and not a man, 
the Holy One in your midst, 
I will not come with threats like 
(ll v 8-lOa). 
F.nhrHim: 
. -
a roaring lion. 
This passage is not only moving, it also shows how 
helpful it is to make the distinction between pardon and 
forgivenesso First of all, it is taken for granted that 
God has the right to destroy Israel as a punishment for 
her sin, just as he has destroyed Admah and Zeboyim for 
their sino God has the right to punish or pardono 
Secondly, the writer assumes that any man. being in the 
position of God, would inflict the punishmento God 
does not do that, says Hosea, because his heart is chang-
ed within him, in other words, the personal nature of his 
relationship with Israel leads to an act of forgiveness 
w~ich also of course constitutes an act of pardon. 
Lastly God proclaims himself to be "the Holy one 11 o In 
most of the Old Testament the holiness of God and his 
consequent abhorrence of sin leads to the inevitable 
punishment of sin, as a vindication of his holinesso 
Here the prophet reaches out to a new understanding of 
. - -L~!G...L~d.CG r o r·t-~~ .1 .. v en e [-~ s () 
beirE in God 1 s position, would undoubtedly withold both 
lovjng, accepts the slight upon his holiness. because 
his heart is movod, i.e. personal forgiveness is more 
:ih~ooFLar<.c thar:: social DUnl;:;:eJ.nJent. 
L1 most of the Jld Te::::·~a::Jent writoTs, the ps.rdon 
ara foT~ivenccc of God arc cc&rcely ~istinguishaLle. 
However. some later Jews at least did understand the 
distinction for it is incorporated in the sixth petition 
of the eighteen Benedictions: 
Forgive us, o Father, for we have sinned. 
Pardon us. o our king, for we have transgressed; 
for thou dost pardon and forgive~ 
In the New Testament, we find pardon and forgiveness 
closely interlocking, both in the teaching of Jesus and 
the apostles. In order to gain an (albeit partial) 
understanding of God 1 s activity in this sphere, it is 
proposed to take three Biblical models. Each finds 
expression first in a parable of Jesus, and is developed 
to a greater or lesser degree in the writing of Paul. 
The first model is forgiveness/pardon as release from 
debt, the second forgiveness/pardon as justification of 
the guilty, the third is forgiveness (not pardon) as the 
restoration of the personally estranged. 
l, ~:2LF:ASE FR0!·1 DEBT 
?hen Peter came up and asked him, 11ord, how 
often aD I to fcrgive my brcthor if ho goes on 
wronffin~ mP? A~ canvas seven tirnes? 1 ~usus 
~~cpli8ct',' 1 I do not ~s.y seven tin:es~ I say 
scven~y times seven. 
1 The kingdom of Heaven, therefore, shouJ.d be 
thought of in this way: There was once a king 
who decided to settle accounts with the men who 
served him, At the outset there appeared 
before him a man whose debt ran into millions, 
Since he had no means of paying, his master 
ordered him to be sold to meet the debt, with 
his wife, his children, and everything he had, 
The man fell prostrate at his master 1 s feet, 
"Be patient with me,n he said, "and I will pay 
in full'' 9 and the master was so moved with 
pity that he let the man go and remitted the 
debt, But no sooner had the man gone out 
than he met a fellow--servant who owed him 
a few pounds; and catching hold of him he 
gripped him by the throat and sa i rl ~ 11 Pe.~' mo 
-,-lla. (:, you owe, ri The man fell at his fellow-
servant's feet, and begged him, "Be patient 
with me, and I will pay you"; but he refused, 
and had him jailed until he should pay the 
debt, The other servants were deeply 
distressed when they saw what had happened, 
and they went to their master and told him the 
whole story, He accordingly sent for the man, 
"You scoundrel! 11 he said to him; "I remitted 
the whole of your debt when you appealed to me; 
were you not bound to show your fellow-servant 
the same pity as I showed to you?" And so 
angry was the master that he condemned the 
man to torture until he should pay the debt 
in full, And that is how my heavenly Father 
will deal with you, unless you each forgive 
your brother from your hearts, 1 
(Matthew 18 v 21-35) 
a) The backuound to the teachi!!l{__o_t~Jesus, 
The Greek verb used by Peter in v 21, translated 
"forgive", and by Jesus in v 27 and v 32, translated 
) 
"remit" is a¢ll)UL It is a word with an interesting 
history, 1 
In Classical Greek it has the basic meaning of to 
"let go 11 , The legal use frequently attested in the 
83, 
papyri is to denote the release of someone from a legal 
obligation, whether of office, marriage, obligation or 
debt. It is also found in the sense of 11 pa.rdon 11 j_n 
Plato, Plutarch and Herodotus. The noun _& <D_€01 s 5_s also 
including that of doht . 
. '1t-::1ther 1.J'CTO_ io cv~;l.' US2(l in a :ce1igicuo sor..sc, "i_.e. of 
the gods' deaJincn ~itb men. 
In the ~eptu~~in~ &~tnUl is used to denote a whole 
series of HebreH ve:cb.s, one group :related to !!release", 
or 11 leaving 11 someonep the other in a specifically relig· 
ious context of God 1 s forgiveness (eg. Gen. 4 v 13~ Lev. 
4 v 20; Is. 22 v 14). The legal Greek word here transl-
ates words which have a cultic background, related to 
the expiation of sins. &¢t:OlS means 11 release 11 in Is. 
58 v 6 and 61 v l, where it is used of eschatological 
liberation. Only in Lev. 16 v 26 does it mean forgiveness. 
In the New Testament ~¢lnUt again is often used in 
the Classical Greek sense of "letting go" or 11 leaving 
behind". But it is frequently used of "remitting" or 
11 forgiving", either absolutely or with a wide range of 
words denoting sin, eg. &uapTta, napanTwua. 
The noun a¢E0lS almost always means God 1 s forgive-
ness, usually with the genitive &uapTtwv. Even where it 
j s used to mean 11 liberation" (bvice in Lk. 4 v 18, quot-
ing Is. 58 v 6 and Is. 61 v 1), this at least includes 
the thought of forgiveness. 
b) The teaeh~l1_K~of Jesus 
The parable of the unmerciful servant is a parable 
about money. It teaches quite simply that forgiveness, 
in the case of both God and man, is rather like releas-
ing a person from a financial debt. As if to reinforce 
the importance of this way of looking at forgiveness 
in the thinking of Jesus. we find exactly the same 
comparison made (although here without the human dimens-
ion) in the parable of the two debtors (Lk. 7 vv 41-42). 
Let us look at the parable now to see what it 
teaches about God's forgiveness. 
v 23 Here Jesus sets the scene: a king is settling 
accounts (\oyov) with his subjects. (oou;\cuv) 
ro. .I , .L I ) ' .. \ . ~ .. 
'·'i.18 Cn::uuor \UQlEl ACTf~:J) lC brougnt lll ten 
thousand talentso 
eous sum the annuaJ. ~ncome of Herod the Great w~s 
not ~ore than 900 t3lents! 
v 25 The man cannot payo and so is ordered to be sold 
HiU1 his Hife ailJ c!lildrun, so that some part of 
the debt can be met. 
v 26 The servant begs for more time, claiming that in 
due course he will repay everything. Clearly an 
empty promise! 
v 27 The king (now called b KUplOS 0 the Lord) is moved 
with compassion ~ OTIAayxvl08ElS. He releases the 
man and cancels (~~nKcv) the debt. 
The next part of the story (vv 28-31) concerns the 
same man's refusal to remit a paltry debt owed by a 
fellow-subject, and t~horrified reaction of his fellow-
vv 32.,33 The Lord is angry. He rebukes the servant, 
claiming that he should have had pity (&Acnoal) on 
his fellow-servant as he, the king, had had pity 
on him. 
v 34 In his anger, he hands the man over to be tortured. 
until he can pay the original debt in full - i.e. 
eternal punishment. 
v 35 The teaching of the parable~ my heavenly Father 
will do the same to you, unless you forgive (a~nTE 
your brother from your hearts. (&no TWV KapolWV ~wwv). 
Before we look more closely at what Jesus is teaching 
we must enter one caveat. The details of the story show 
that an oriental despot is in mind. 
v 25 Jewish law allowed an Israelite to be sold only in 
the case of theft. and the sale of a wife was 
absolutely forbidden. 
v 34 Punishment by torture vas not allowed in Israel. 
However it is probably still valid to draw some 
basic parallels between the king, (or lord) and God. 
because of the beginning: "The kingdom of heaven is like" 
(v 23) and the conclusion : "So Hill my hRaveniy Father 
co to you 11 o although clearly in v~- el·.' of our boll ef t:ta t 
11 God is love 11 vie should not jnsiLJt that actuo.l prolonged 
N~at Jesus docs sec~ to be te~c~jng is that 
" 1 ° d ~'-an CLJ is in c1 e IJ-~ to Cod (v 2l) 0 It l8 8. d.ebt 
uhich none oi~ us ca.n pay, for our sins a.re too many 
to be paid off by our ovm efforts (v 2 5) 0 
iL Only an act of release by God can set us free 
iii. Such an act of pardon/forgiveness arises out of 
compassion (v 27 OTIAayxvloBcls). 
(v 27). 
iv. A man is foolish if he does not forg~ve his brother, 
for this leads to a reversal of God's earlier decis-
ion to pardon and forgive. 
&<Q.l'll--!]. ___ is the verb used in both l'1atthew and Luke 1 s 
versions of the Lord 1 s prayer. liForgive us as we 
forgiven. Matthew (6 v 12) has "Forgive us our debts" 
and commentators agree that this is the earlier version. 
So this petition of the Lord's Prayer is directly linked 
in both thought and expression with the parable of the 
unmerciful servant. 
In his book on the Lord 1 s Prayer, Ernst Lohmeyer 
has a long and detailed section on "Forgive us our debts" 
which helps to illuminate the teaching of Jesus further. 
The use of the word 11 debt 11 , Lohmeyer points out, 
defines sin in a certain way, as an omission, rather than 
a commission, a failure to give God his due. Man owes 
everything to God - his life, health, family, physical, 
mental and spiritual well being. God expects total 
allegiance in return. "You shall love the Lord your God, 
with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your 
mind and with all your strength." 
Other parables stress the idea of loan, that God 
entrusts us with loans which represent gifts and respons-
ibilities, which we can discharge well or badly. Thus 
the parable of the talents (Matt. 24 v 14-30) ends with 
the commendation of two servants, and the castigation 
of the third, The relationship of debtor does not cease, 
., 
although it way pass over into the concept of a 
permanent duty. arising out of the permanence of our 
So. Lohrucyer notes, Lhe pjcture of 1idebt 11 begins 
[.c o:1tgroti 
rleeper and more permanent relationship. For t!lis relat" 
ionship, unlike the legal one, is not dissolved if a 
man pays his debts. still less is it dissolved if God 
remits his debts~ in either case he is only bound the 
more deeply to God. 
(On the other hand. the use of the ·word 11 debt 11 
does alleviate the gravity of sin, in that a 11 debt 11 , 
unlike sin in its Pauline usage. is clearly distinguish-
able from a man himself.) 
Thus forgiveness comes to man when he recognises 
that he is in debt to God, and that hA r:;:;nnnt. l'R:f that 
debt himself. When God forgives, he removes the debt. 
but does not legally remit it, since that would be to 
destroy the relationship. not restore it. The outcome 
of forgiveness. as opposed to remission (or pardon), is 
that the believer is not only set free from the debts 
which hold him like fetters. he is also restored to his 
true place as a child of God. 
Thus Lohmeyer sees a link with the fourth petition 
11 Give us this day our daily bread". The same poverty 
and need which there oppress a man's body here plague 
his heart. Just as it is natural for a child to ask his 
father for bread, so it is natural for a child of God 
to ask his Father for forgiveness. 2 
The forgiveness of God. as release from debt. is 
costly, for there is a price to be paid. Jesus indicates 
this himself in the famous words of :<lark 10 v 45 11 The 
Son of Man came .•.... to give up his life as a ransom 
( A.uTpov) for many". 
~uTpov. In QJ:assical; (}r~eX~_the usual meaning of the 
word is "the price of release". In the Qep~tuagJ-nt the 
word occurs eighteen times. always to mean 11 the payment 
Hhich releases a man from a debt or obligation." For 
() ' ) 
r I!" 
inst~nce, if an Isracli~e scld himself to a wealthy 
foreigner, a rich relative could buy him out. hy a 
~\-JT;)o\J, (L:.;··" 25 \' L;7 .. 5"J) Lr she e~Ji".tempo:c'-'--'-':/ Gr-ee:.d·. ~n" 
A Crc~ck papy:rus I"oac~..:~ HI huvu given Helene lJfT libe;·ty 
c ) 
<:L"ld I l:.avc rc~ce:i.ved UTIEP AiJTpov a:uTn s. the purchase price 
for her. the sum of l1 3 So in ~ar~ 10 v 45 Jesus is 
saying that the debts which enslave a man can be cancell-· 
ed only at a price, the price of his deatho 
c) The teaching of PauL 
VJhen l-Ve turn to the Pa.u1ine 1.vritings. forgiveness, 
as re1ease from debt, does not appear as prominent1y as 
some of Paul 1 s other themes. However, we find him using 
the verb :\oy1so~a1 in both Romans and 2 Corinthians in 
connection with sin. AoYlsOUal is first of al1 an 
accountant 1 s vJord, meaning to "count, reckon, calculate, 
or compute 11 • 4 In Romans it appears most prominently to 
indicate the 11 credit 11 side of the ledger~ Rom. 4 v 22 
"A braham 1 s faith was 1 counted 1 ( £ Aoy1 oen) to him for 
righteousness." In 2 Cor. 5 v 19 He have an in teres tin g 
interpolation of the "accounting" concept in the context 
of reconciliation. 11 God was in Christ, reconciling the 
wor1d to himself, no longer holding (un AoylsOUEVOs) 
men 1 s misdeeds against them". Here the picture is 
definitely of man "in debt" to God, with God wiping the 
debit s1ate clean through the death of Christ. 
St. Paul does not use the word :\uTpov in connection 
with Christ's death. However in 1 Timothy 2 v 6 we 
) 
find an even stronger word CXVTl :\uTpov : "the man Christ 
Jesus, who gave himself as an ~VTlAUTpov on behalf of 
all" (my translation). s 
> 
In severa1 other places Pau1 uses the word ano-
AUTpwols. This has a wider meaning than :\uTpov, and is 
used in an oschato1ogical context in Rom. 8 v 23 and 
Lk. 21 v 38. However the noun is related to the verb 
' ano:\uTpow which means to 11 re1ease on payment of ransom", 
and this aspect is surely present in Ephesians 1 v 7 and 
8 0 J 0 
Colossians l v 14 where its moaning is explained as 
T f]\1 (: d! E 0 l V TulV ( L l ~ • aw~PTlwv, ~10 ro~g1veneso of sir:so 
\/ J.). l/ ' '. ,_. .. 1.18r e L·,_n o 
~:~r;:;lisC :co.n30ir; i:::; J.n LiH; C!(J••LAxl; of a :release: from the 
The c~ ea:rest exposition of the 11tonement in 11 debt 11 
terrr:inology comes in Col" 2 v l3b,l4, i 1For he has 
forgiven us all our sins; he has cancelled the bond which 
pledged us to the decrees of the law. It stood against 
us" but he has set.it aside, nailing it to the cross. 11 
'!'he Greek reads: xa:plOO:]Jt:\!OS fJW'LV TIO:VTCl Tel TIO:pCmTW]JCl'TCi 
~~a~s1¢as TO Ko:8 1 AJJwV xc1poypo:~ov TOlS 8oywao1v 6 Av 
( ( ' ) ) UTIEVO:VTlOV f]]llVp \(Cll <YU'TO f]p!CEV El( 'TOU WEOOU 0 TipOOI)~WOO:S 
/ C:UTO 'T(fl OTCWptp• XO:fJLOO:jJEVOS .. literally : 11 made a 
present of", a 1wrd regularly used of cancelling a debt, 
For instance j_t is fcund in the n.::JTR hlP. nf ·::~!'' +yo Clebto:c 
to indicate the cancellation of the two debts (Lk. 7 v 
42L 
:> ' c.. ~ E~O:~El$<YS 'TO K0:8 f]]JWV XElpOypa¢ov : E~O:~El¢W 
means to 11 wipe out" or "eras ell. On xs1poypa¢ov Lightfoot 
writes : "The word XElpoypo:¢ov which properly means an 
autograph of any kinds is used almost exclusively for a 
note of hand~ a bond or obligation. as having the 9 sign-
manual1 of the debtor or contractor." 6 
TOlS 8oywao1v -for the Jewsthe Mosaic law; for 
the Gentiles the moral law against which they have offended. 
7rpoof)~woas - the verb means to "nail" or "pin up 11 0 
Lightfoot comments : "By npOOfJ~uJOas is meant that the 
law of ordinances was nailed to the cross, rent with 
Christ 1 s body, and destroyed by His death 11 • 7 Here 
then is a graphic picture of release from debt. We are 
"made a present of" our sins. The slate is wiped clean, 
and the list of offences is pinned up and run through 
with a nail to demonstrate its abolition. In these verses 
Paul piles image upon image to demonstrate that mankind 
is no longer 11 in debt to God", but utterly and completely 
free through Christ's death on the cross. 
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And h:::::r:::; ic ar:othe;:- )2.rable that he tolcL It 
was aimed at those who were sure of their own 
gcodnsss and looked fow11 o~ everyo~u else. 
1 Two men went up to the temple to pray, one a 
Pharisee and the other a tax··gathercr. The 
Pha.Tisee stood up and prayed thus~ li_L thank 
thee, 0 God, that I am not like the rest of 
men, greedy, dishonest, adulterous; or 9 for 
that matter, like this tax-·gatherer. I fast 
twice a week; I pay tithes on all that I get." 
But the other kept his distance and would not 
not even raise his eyes to heaven 9 but beat 
on his breast, saying, 11 0 God, have mercy on 
me, sinner that I am." It was this man, I tell 
you. and not the other, who went horne acquitted 
of his sins. For everyone who exalts himself 
will be humbled; and whoever humbles himself 
will be exalted. 1 
(Luke 18 v 9-14) 
a) The teachigg of Jesus 
91, 
Unlike the concept of forgiveness as release from 
debt, the concept of forgiveness as justification appears 
but once ln the teaching of Jesus. This is in this 
parable of the Pharisee and the Publican (Lk. 18 v 9~14), 
where we are told that the latter went home OEOlKalWWEVOs 
( v 14) 0 
Let us look at the parable in detail. 
Luke tells us that the parable was told to 
1 I t C ? £ ( ) E¢ EaUTOlS OTl ElOlV ulKalOl v 9 0 This 
First of all, 
those nEnol8oTas 
is taken by 
Manson 1 and Jerernias 2 to mean "trusted in themselves rather 
than God." (Compare 2 Cor. l v 9). & OTl then means 11 because" 
not "that", and Jesus is telling his parable against those 
who trust in themselves because of their achievernents,rnoral 
and spiritual. These folk were OlKalOl, as were Zechariah 
and Elizabeth (Lk. l v 6), "OlKalOl .... has the sense of 
practising conduct that makes one acceptable to God." 
(Marshall). 3 
') 
E.;ou8EvouvTas TOUs AOl nous means to "make nothing 
of", to "treat with contempt", and TOUs AOl nous refer to 
those who did not keep the Law in the strict way the OlKalOl 
did. It would be wrong to identify this group with the 
Pharisees as a whole. Rabbi Hillel (c. 20 B.C.) used to say: 
"Keep not aloof from the congregation and trust 
92. 
not in thyself until the day of thy death, and judge not 
thy fellow until thou art come to his place. 114 
v 10 The two men represent the two extremes of Jewish 
religious life ~ the most successful and the 
miserable failure. 
v 11 Manson? Jeremias and Marshall aJ.l prefer the variant 
rending OTa8Els npos EauTov TauTa npoonuXETO. The 
point is not that the Pharisee prayed "privately" or 
"to himself"? but rather that he stood apart from 
others? thus demonstrating his aloofness. (Standing 
was the regular posture in prayer so that does not 
in itself betoken pride.) 
v 12 The point here is that the Pharisee names matters 
in which he exceeds the requirements of the law. 
v 13 The publican is overwhelmed by his sense of sin. 
The breast (To OTn8os) was regarded as the seat of 
sing and the act is therefore one of repentance. 
,. 
1A.a.o8nT1 - a cultic word. The publican asks to "be 
propitiated" to God. 
v 14 OEOlKalWWEVOS = "as one whom God has justified" 
(Jeremias). nap' EKE:lVOV - "rather than the other". 
Jeremias observes that to its first hearers 9 the 
parable must have appeared "shocking" and 11 inconceivable 11 • 5 
Linnemann calls the conclusion "an outrageous paradox 11 • 6 
The Pharisee is a genuinely good man 9 the publican a 
wretch. The Pharisee thanks God for his blessed state 9 
the publican appeals for mercy without appearing to have 
fulfilled the conditions required - giving up his job and 
making restitution to those he has cheated. Yet 9 says 
Jesus. this man went home 11 in the right with God". rather 
than the Pharisee. Marshall comments: "It is true that 
the tax collector does not show 'works of repentance' 9 
e.g. in restoring his ill-gotten wealth? and therefore the 
Pharisees would have disagreed with Jesus that he was 
justified by God (S.B. II 247-9) 9 but Jesus' lesson is 
precisely that the attitude of heart is ultimately what 
matters. and justification depends on the mercy of God to 
93. 
the penitent rather than upon works which might be 
thought to earn God 9 s favour; when Zaccheus restores his 
ill .. c;otten gains ~ a responsibility from which he is 
not excused! ,. this follows his acceptance by Jesus and 
does not precede ito 117 
Thus the parable has the same concern as the Sermon 
on the Mount - to re-evaluate the concept of righteous-
nesso Righteousness" according to the Law, says Jesus" 
even when practised successfully" can be a spiritual 
snareo It can replace dependence on God with dependence 
on one's own righteous achievementso Only when one 
accepts the futility of this enterprise can one be open 
to being made or counted righteous (note the force of 
the passive participle OEOlKalw~cvos)by the gracious act 
of a merciful Godo The fruits of repentance, righteous 
works 9 then flow from God's gracious giftt and can never 
be proudly catalogued or used to compare oneself favourably 
with otherso 
Where, one may ask 9 does forgiveness fit into all 
this? Obviously" trepublican goes home a forgiven man 9 
(note the NEB translation "acquitted of his sins") 9 but 
Jesus's use of the word 6c6lKalw~cvos seems to indicate 
something moreo What is the relationship between justif-
ication and forgiveness? The answer becomes clearer when 
we look at the writings of Paulo 
b) The teaching of Paul 
It has often been remarked how infrequently Paul 
uses the terms of forgiveness in describing God's 
gracious act towards man through the Cross of Christ, 
h¢ln~l appears but once (Romo 4 v 7, and that in a quotat-
ion from the Old Testament), ~¢EOls twice (Eph. 1 v 7; 
CoL 1 v 14 ) 9 and X a p l so~ a l j us t on c e ( CoL s v 13 ) , ~ 
although the verb does appear several times with reference 
to human forgiveness (eog, 2 Cor, 2 v 7 and 10; 2 Cora 12 
v 13)o By contrast the concept of "justification" 
appears very frequently" OlKalOW being used 25 times, 
01Ka1os 14 times, OlKalwOlS twice, 01Ka1w~a 5 times, 
and 01Ka1oouvn 52 times. 8 
94. 
Jolm Knox points out just how surprising is Paul's 
deliberate avoidance of the language of forgiveness, an 
omission so startling it has even led some scholars to 
conclude that Paul was not a pupil of the rabbis, so common 
is it in the teaching of the Old Testament. 9 Further, 
says Knox, how do we account for Paul's apparent disregard 
of what is undoubtedly "the most characteristic, constant 
and pervasive feature of Jesus 1 own teaching? 111 0 It is 
not that Paul lacks the experience of forgiveness - this 
is quite clear from his conversion and the substance of 
his writing. No, he deliberately chooses to replace the 
language of forgiveness (a~1n~1, a¢EOlS, a~apTlWV) 
with another set of concepts. 
Knox goes on to assert that what replaces the 
languae;e of 11 forgiveness 11 are two wordtJ - "justification" 
and 11 reconciliation 11 • "Justification 11 , he says, "is 
essentially a legal term and means 1 acquittal 1 , 1 recon cil-
iation1 essentially a personal term ~nd means restoration 
of community 11 • 11 He sees "justification" and "reconciliat-
ion" as two distinct phases in God's dealing with men. 
"We must be acquitted: only so can the Holy God enter in to 
fellowship with us." Thus, says Knox, Paul has made a 
11 division 11 in the meaning of forgiveness: justification 
represents God's justice, reconciliation his mercy. But 
in fact, no such division exists - in Christ, we see "a 
mercy that is just and a justice that is merciful." Further 
the division in forgiveness suggests a division in God -
the just Judge and the merciful Father, - whereas in fact 
God is one, both just and merciful. 
Knox uses this critique of Paul's view of forgiveness 
to launch an attack on his understanding of atonement. 
Appealing to the human experience of forgiveness, which is 
entirely valid as long as the wrongdoer is penitent, he 
asserts that "there is no moral contradiction in forgive-
ness which has to be resolved by sometheory of compensat-
ing or appeasi11g or justifying a ton em en t" o 1 2 Appealing 
to the parable of the prodigal Son, he maintains that 
God forgives as did the father in the parableg without 
requiring compensation or the imposition of a penalty. 
There is 11 a justice which belongs to the family". rather 
than the law court and this is the justice of God's deal~ 
ing \vith men. So 11 we do not have to be 1 acquitted 1 before 
the Judge in order to be reconciled to the Father. The 
Father. as such. forgives; and all he asks is what a true 
Father must always ask - penitence and t ru s t • 11 1 3 In fact • 
avers Knox. although Paul is wanting to talk about forgive-
ness as Jesus does. his legal terminology takes him out 
of the realm of the personal. "A just judge may acquit 
if the demands of justice have been satisfied. but he 
cannot forgive. and any amount of penitence on a culprit 1 s 
part is quite irrelevant in a courtroom" 11 14 
Knox's essGy ls stimulating. provocative. and per-
ceptive in regard to the human experience of forgiveness. 
But as a critique of Paul 1 s doctrine of justification it 
lacks the attention to detail necessary to sustain so 
challenging an assertion, 
First of all. it simply will not do to assert blithely 
that justification is a legal term meaning "acquittal" 
and reconciliation is a personal term meaning "restorat-
ion of fellowship". and then put them together to make 
forgiveness. As we shall see. the background to "justifi-
cation" is personal and ethical. as well as legal. and 
"reconciliation" is for Paul a near equivalent to "just-
ification". not a distinct phase following it. (This is 
clear from the way the two terms are used in parallel in 
Rom. 5 v 9 and 10.) 
Secondly. Paul does not make any division in forgive-
ness. as Knox suggests. In justification Paul sees a 
demonstration of God's justice and mercy together. Indeed 
it is the marriage of the two (through the Cross) which 
Paul saw as solving the classic dilemma of Judaism - how 
can God show both justice and mercy? (See Schrenk : p.44). 15 
Thirdly, the parable of the Prodigal Son is a 
supreme example of human forgiveness, and a parable of 
God 1 s forgiveness of man~ but it cannot be used to in~ 
validate Paules conception of God as judge. The teach~ 
ing of Jesus contains many references to judgement .. 
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those who are accepted and those who are condemned. Further, 
despite Knox's disclaimer, to use the parable of the 
Prodigal Son as the norma normans of divine forgiveness, 
where the Father 1 s loving acceptance and the sinner 1 s 
penitent acceptance are all in all, is actually to render 
the Cross redundant as in any sense the means of reconciling 
God to man. (This point will be considered further in 
section 3. ) 
Before we try to understand more deeply what Paul 
means by justification, we should look at the background 
of the concept in Greek and Hebraic thought. According to 
Hill, both cSl Ken oouvn and its Hebrew equi val en t' 91sedeqar" 
have as their original idea "behaviour conforming to 
social norms". Thus when Judah says of Tamar "She is more 
righteous than I". he is not referring to ethical conduct, 
but conformity to the levirate marriage law (Gen. 38 v 26)~ 6 
When applied to the Covenant, "sedeqar" is correct 
behaviour, whereby Israel upholds God 1 s law, the Torah. 
From this it was a short step for the prophets to extend 
the term to ethically right behaviour, and castigate Israel 
for her oppression, corruption and sexual excess. 
Of course, one of the attributes of God is righteous-
ness. This righteousness often had to be demonstrated in 
judgement - the vindication of the poor and oppressed, and 
condemnation of the wicked - see Psalm 7 v 7-11. As God's 
representative the king was thought to fulfil the same 
function, particularly the vindication of the oppressed 
(Ps. 72 v l-2: 12-14). In "declaring in the right" the 
one who had a just cause God (and the king) were effectively 
the deliverer of the downtrodden. 
Thus the concept of God as Judge naturally merges 
into the concept of God as Saviour. for without an act 
97. 
of restoration the judgement in favour of the exploited 
is empty. In Deutero-Isaiah. we see a further develop-
ment ~ God will not merely judge rightly. not merely 
intervene to make his judgement real. he will even vindi-
cate the unfaithful. coming to his people as Saviour, 
and clothing them in his righteousness. The progression 
is seen clearly in chapters 59-61. In chapter 59 v 2 we 
are told that "your iniquities have made a separation 
1 7 between you and your God". In verse 14 we see right-
eousness personified. "Justice is turned back. and 
righteousness stands afar off". The separation between 
man and God is spoken of as a separation between man and 
one of God's key attributes. his righteousness. But in 
verse 17 we see God going into action. "He put on 
righteousness as a breastplate and a helmet of salvation 
upon his head"·- Righteousness is paralleled with salvat-
ion, a means of bridging the gap between God and man, and 
so ( v 2 0), "He will come to Zion as Redeemer of those 
who repent." At the beginning of chapter 60 God 1 s right-
eousness is described as light shining upon the people. 
As a result the people are righteous (v 21), but it is 
not a righteousness of their own, it is, says God, "a 
work of my own hands to bring me glory". Finally in 
chapter 61 we find that Israel is described as possessing 
a righteousness from God: v 10: 
he (God) has clothed me with the garments of 
salvation 
he has covered me with the robe of righteousness 
As a bridegroom decks himself with a garland, 
And as a bride adorns herself with her jewels. 
This sort of righteousness is a witness to the nations 
61 v 11; 62 v 2. It is also the prerequisite for a rest-
oration of the Covenant relationship in all its glory, 
chapter 62 v 4-5. Here the marriage imagery is reminiscent 
of Hosea 2 v 19, and speaks powerfully of a people once 
more established in the most intimate relationship with 
their God. 
We must not conclude that this progression formed 
the popular conception of 11 righteousness 11 amonr,st the 
rabbinic teaching of Paul's day, Such exalted vision 
was genurally obscured ty the practical question facing 
the individual Jew .. hoH can I be right tvith God" and 
receive his approbation on Judgement Day? Hill tells 
us that the rabbis taught that a man is judged according 
to the dominant character of his intentions and deeds, 
If the majority of these are righteous then he is account-
ed a 11 righteous 11 man, 18 Righteousness could only come 
from obedience to God 1 s will~ as revealed in the Torah" 
written" oral and the halachic tradition (practical appli-
cations), As a result" the whole of life could be seen 
as a fulfilment of law. Although the rabbis taught that 
such fulfilment won "merit" with God~ there was a great 
emphasis on right intention, obedience to the law because 
it was the will of God (Pso 24 v 1" 11 he who has clean 
hands and a pure heart"). 1 9 . 
The common factor uniting Greek~ Old Testament and 
Rabbinic teaching is the ethical aspect of righteousness, 
It seems to be a commonplace of modern scholarship to say 
that Paul's intention was to overthrow this ethical content 
at the moment of justification" and replace it with the 
relational (or forensic) concept. Thus Bultmann attested 
that "(Righteousness) does not mean the ethical quality of 
a person, It does not mean any quality at all~ but a 
relationship. 1120 This is quoted with approval by Hill~ 
and Robinson seems to accept a similar viewpoint. (Of 
course it is conceded that OlKalOS and OlKaloouvn are used 
in an ethical or qualitative sense~ but it is alleged 
that this is a secondary usage,) Thus is it thought to 
cut the Gordian knot of dispute between the Catholic view 
of "imparted righteousness" and the Protestant view of 
"imputed righteousness", Robinson says that "righteous-
ness is not 'imparted' by some magical injection of grace 
or 'imputed' by some dubious legal fiction,,.,The metaphor 
is indeed forensic., .. but its meaning for Paul can 
really only be understood in terms of completely personal 
relationships, 1121 
Ncte how Robinson uo1wgra.des both et.hi c:a 1 and 
forensic vie14s of justification by his use of the pe,iorat .. 
ive terms 11 magica1 1; and 11 fiction", He does not seem able 
to admit th~Lboth thought··worlds might have something 
very important to contribute to the total understanding of 
the concepL, 
We cannot readily abandon the ethical ele~ent in 
j us t if i cation , True. it is not particularly prominent 
in Romans. but 2 Cor, 5 v 21 seems inescapab1y ethical. 
with its contrast between Christ becoming sin and us 
becoming the righteousness of God in him - all in the 
context of the Cross, In 1 Cor, 6 v 11 "justified" is 
para1le1ed with being "washed" and "sanctified". neither 
of them re1ational or forensic terms, The ethica1 aspect 
is accepted by Schrenk~ 11 The be1iever is pronounced right-
eous and given a new character in the sight of God ". 22 
Such righteousns~s is not ? 
\vork. but a gift of God. the 11 robe of right eou sn ess" of 
Isaiah 61, So in Phi1ippians 3 v 9 Pau1 ta1ks of having 
a righteousness "not his own", 
To the ethical aspect we must add the forensic and 
the relationalo Behind Pau1 1 s writing in Romans is the 
dominating concept of the judgement of God, Man is guilty 
before the bar of that judgement. and no amount of good 
works will save him, The forensic aspect finds prominence 
in Cranfield's discussion of justification, He is c1ear 
that the verb OlKO:lOw means to "acquit. confer a righteous 
status on". and that the phrase OlK<HOOUVIl 8cou means 
"the righteous status which is given by God",i 3 That Paul 
sees justification as a reversal of the verdict of "guilty" 
appears quite clearly in a passage such as Rom, 5 v 16-19. 
where the disobedience of Adam. the verdict of guilty and 
the sentence of death. is contrasted so strongly with the 
obedience of Christ. the verdict of "not guilty" and the 
free gift of life, It is at this point that the charge of 
a legal fiction seems to have greatest weight, It can 
OEly be CLLSh'Gl'uC:.. uy rcf8rr:i.ng to Roo, 6 in. H:tich it is 
clear that although Christ 11 carries the can" fn"" us~ ':.'8 
too must pass through the guilty verdict with him on 
our FE. y L o l j_ f c " 
As for the rclatio~al aspect of justification, no 
c1ec.:rcr e:;~amf_;le cc..n oe found than that 5.n Rom, 5 v lO--ll 
Hhere the progression froi:: "sin" to justification is 
explained in terms of the progression from enmity to 
reconciliation. In v l of the same chapter Paul says 
that justification means 11 p8ace" with God. It means 
access to the grace in which they stand (v 2). In later 
chapters he talks about the relatjonship in terms of 
Father and Son (chapter 8). 
Sometimes the 11 forensic 11 and "relational" aspects 
of justification are identified as if they were one and 
the same. But there is an important distinction. The 
judge may acquit. but that does not in itself make him 
a father Hho forgives. As Knox puts it~ "A .iust jude;P. 
may acquit if the demands of justice have been satisfied. 
but he cannot forgive 1124 (i.e. in personal terms). 
Several scholars complain that the language of the laH .. 
court fails to do justice to the personal character of 
God 1 s dealing with his creatures. (e.g. Mackintosh) -
HWhen Paul descrihes the position of the sinful man who 
.,,. trusts God by saying that he is 1 declared righteous'. 
we may feel that we desiderate a more purely personal 
mode of denoting simple. loving. forgiveness, 1125 And 
Robinson~ "The difficulty about Paul 1 s language and 
what makes it so much more obscure than that of Jesus is 
that despite the fact that he says legal categories fail 
he goes on using legal categories. which inevitably do 
less than justice to and depersonalize the relationship 
he is trying to express, 1126 
Here we come back to a point similar to that of Knox 
mentioned at the beginning of this section. Why did Paul 
use the terminology he did? The ansHer perhaps is that 
only the "righteousness" terminology was sufficiently 
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comprehensive to cover all th~ he had to say about 
God 1 s stuoendous sAlvation in Christ. For Paul was 
not merely saying that through the Cross God the Father 
forgave man. 9 or that through the Cross God the Judge 
acquittedman 9 or that through the Cross God the righteous 
gave man a share in his righteousness - he wanted to say 
all throe! 
As we have seen the Hebraic background of o1Ka1oouvn 
and its cognates has connotations which cover all three 
aspects in a way that no other word-group does. However, 
it still remains to be asked which of the three aspects 
is the most important" since behind the implied criticism 
of Knox 9 Robinson" and Mackintosh is the belief that to 
remain with a "legal" word-group is to "depersonalize" 
(in Robinson's words) what is primarily a personal or 
relational concept. 
If we are to find a key verse which sums up Paul's 
doctrine then perhaps it is Rom. 3 v ~5-26. Paul ic 
wanting to demonstrate that God is both "just and justifies 
any man who puts his faith in Jesus." Justification" 
then 9 is not simply the justification of men - it is the 
justification of God, Paul believes in a just God - yet 
the Old Testament repeatedly teaches that he will by no 
means "clear the guiltyn (Exodus 34 v 7). Paul's 
language of "justification" is used because his task is 
to vindicate the (ethical) righteousness of God in 
apparently "clearing the guilty". In order to establish 
that righteousness, he has also to establish the real 
righteousness of man, otherwise God has simply engaged 
in a legal fiction of "counting innocent" someone who is 
really guilty. 
Yet the real righteousness of man is quite clearly 
an impossibility. As Vincent Taylor puts ito "the 
righteousness must be our own 9 but we cannot create it; 
it must be of God 9 but he cannot confer it 9 it must be 
ours and of Him, at one and the same time." 2 7 The only 
answer is of course the atoning death of Christo by which 
man becomes the "righteousness of God in him 11 , The 
ethical aspect of 11 justification 11 9 so far from beine; 
an embarrassment, is essential for the doctrine to work 
at alL Only if man is truly righteous can he be 
fairly acquitted, or hope to stand in any sort of relat" 
ionship with a just and righteous God, 
Exactly what this righteousness apart from the law 
consists of is hard to say, Vincent Taylor talks of the 
justified man being "righteous in mind, although not yet 
in achievemenL 1128 For the justified man has a will and 
heart in conformity with the will and heart of God, At 
the moment of justification this righteousness will 
have nothing to show for itself, but like the seed sown 
in the ground, it is a seed of goodness sown in the heart 
of man which will bring "forth its fruit in due season", 
(Philo l v 11 KapTIOV OlKaloouvns,) So Jo Knox writes, 
"Not only is the believer forgiven; he is given a new 
righteousness" This righteousness is not his 01.IDo He 
can claim no credit for it; indeed he will not know it 
as righteousness at allo He will only be aware of God 1 s 
goodness towards him, not of the working of that goodness 
in and through himo But others will see it, will thank 
God, and will take courageo 29 
This is well said, and the first sentence points 
us to one of the differences between forgiveness and 
justification" Forgiveness is primarily a relational 
term, and this is why Jesus can use it of man with man, 
and man with God relation ships o "Forgive us our sins, 
as we forgive those who trespass against us," We also 
find Jesus teaching: "Acquit, and you will be acquitted," 
(Lko 6 v 37) There are distinct parallels between human 
and divine forgivenesso But justification with its 
primarily ethical relevance cannot be predicated of mano 
Nowhere do we find Paul urging his readers to "justify" 
their brethren, for no man can bestow righteousness on 
anothero 
Secondly, in the New Testament "forgiveness of 
sins" is a repeatable acto It refers to the removal of 
the barrier to fellowship between man and God, and 
has an ongoing meaning for the believer as he continues 
to repent of his sin. Yet for Paul "justification" is 
a once-for--all action resulting from the once··for··all 
sacrifice of Christ, at the moment of its appropriation 
Ly the believer through faith. 
Thirdly, 11 forgiveness 11 or "forgiveness of sins", 
though it certainly implies renewed fellowship with God, 
does not at all make clear the radically transformed 
status (and character) of the justified man. The 
"forgiveness of sins" merely clears up the past; it does 
not in itself imply a transformed personality. Of 
course this lack is supplied in the Apostolic teaching 
by the promise of the Spirit. But Paul's teaching seems 
to be that "the forgiveness of sins" and the "renewal of 
the Spirit" are one and the same action. "If anyone is 
in Christ (and a man is in Christ at the moment of just-
ification) there is a new creation. 11 (2 Cor. 5 v 17). 
Thus so far from creating a "division" in the mean-
ing of forgiveness, Paul has sought to widen its applic-
ation. Of course, we must concede that the personal 
loses some prominence, especially in the early chapters 
of Romans, because of Paul's overriding ethical (and 
forensic) concern. But this is amply made up for in 
Rom. 8 and 2 Cor. 5. The very breadth of Paul's think-
ing has made the doctrine of justification a bone of 
contention for many years. It is time that we recognised 
it as spanning the ethical, the forensic, and the relat-
ional, a rich perspective on the rich mercy of God. 
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Aeain he sairt : 1 There was once a man who had two 
sons; and the younger said to his father, "Father, 
give me my share of the propertyo" So he divided 
his estate between themo A few days later the 
younger son turned the whole of his share into 
cash and left home for a distant country, where he 
squandered it in reckless livingo He had spent 
it all, when a severe famine fell upon that 
country and he began to feel the pincho So he 
went and attached himself to one of the local land·· 
owners, who sent him on to his farm to mind the 
pigso He would have been glad to fill his belly 
with the pods that the pigs were eating; and no 
one gave him anythingo Then he came to his senses 
and said, "How many of my father's paid servants 
have more food than they can eat, and here am I, 
starving to death~ I will set off and go to my 
father, and say to him, 1 Father, I have sinned, 
against God and against you; I am no longer fit 
to be called your son; treat me as one of your 
paid servantso 111 So he set out for his father 1 s 
houseo But while he was still a long way off 
his father saw him, and his heart went out to himo 
He ran to meet him, flung his arms round him, 
and kissed himo The son saio, 11 1i'Ed.her, I have 
-sinned, against God and against you; I am 
no longer fit to be called your sono" But 
the father said to his servants, "Quick! fetch 
a robe, my best one, and put it on him; put 
a ring on his finger and shoes on his feeto 
'Bring the fatted calf and kill it, and let us 
have a feast to celebrate the dayo For this 
son of mine was dead and has come back to life; 
he was lost and is foundo 11 And the festivities 
begano 
Now the elder son was out on the farm; and on 
his way back, as he approached the house, he 
heard music and dancingo He called one of the 
servants and asked what it meanto The servant 
told him, "Your brother has come home, and 
your father has killed the fatted calf because 
he has him back safe and soundo 11 But he was 
angry and refused to go ino His father came 
out and pleaded with him; but he retorted, "You 
know how I have slaved for you all these years; 
I never once disobeyed your orders; and you 
never gave me so much as a kid, for a feast with 
my friendso But now that this son of yours 
turns up, after running through your money with 
his women, you kill the fatted calf for himo 11 
"My boy•" said the father, "you are always with 
me, and everything I have is yourso How could 
we help celebratine this happy day? 
Your brother here was dead and has come 
back to life, was lost and i::; .fuund." 
(Luke 15 v ll-3?) 
a) ,T_he __ t_e_?-chil]_g_Qf_.:[~s~s. 
l07o 
Important as is the concept of justification, which 
includes that of forgiveness, its wide··ranging applicat-
ion has the effect of losing that simplicity which is 
the hallmark of personal forgiveness. 
Moreover, as we have seen. justification is something 
that God alone can do. whereas forgiveness is an activity 
shared by God and man. Because of this. forgiveness is 
a much easier concept for the "man in the street" to grasp. 
The parable of the Prodigal Son speaks of forgiveness 
at a personal level with a powerful directness that hardly 
requires commentary. It is personal from start to finish, 
and of all the parables the most clearly and unequivocally 
a parable of forgiveness. Yet the word forgiveness is 
never mentioned! A~~urding to Vincent Taylor 1 this is 
because Jesus was in this parable reaching forward to our 
modern understanding of forgiveness, and the vocabulary 
of the time. (linked as we have seen primarily to the 
concept of debt) 9 was inadequate to express it. 1 
Probably Vincent Taylor is right here. The depth of 
feeling expressed in the parable goes far beyond our 
other two parables. and the picture of the waiting. 
suffering. forbearing Father shows us a God of infinite 
sensitivity. vulnerability and love. 
When we allege that the parable of the Prodigal Son 
hardly requires a commentary. we mean that its essential 
meaning is staringly obvious. not that we cannot gain 
from a detailed examination of the text. 
In The Cross and the Prodigal Kenneth E. Bailey sets 
out to do just that. Drawing on many years experience 
working in the Middle East, he highlights nuances in 
the parable which are usually overlooked by Western 
reeders. 2 For instance. in telling the story to middle 
Eastern peasants. Bailey found that it was unthinkable 
for any son to request his portion of the family 
wealth while his father still lived. Thl~ wa~ be~ause 
such a request was tantamount to wanting his father to 
dieo "Of course" p says Baileyp "we have no conclusive 
evidence that a first-century peasant reacted like a 
modern peasant. Yet the universality of this ingrained 
concept leads us to assume that the attitude is of 
great antiquity. All across the Middle Eastp from 
Algeria to Iran and from the Sudan to Syria the answer 
is the sameo 113 
If we accept this view 9 we see how thoroughgoing 
is the younger son's rebellion. And what of the elder 
son? He is silent 9 but he should not be! "In the 
village" 9 says Bailey 9 11 v!hen I come to this point in 
the sermon I always ask, 'who must be the reconciler?' 
The villagers always answer from their pews 'His 
brother. of course.' 114 It seems that the brothers 
were al1·eaJy at odds. fo::;_- tl-le older brothsr mc.ko::; no 
attempt to prevent his younger brother leaving. The 
father 9 too. acts out of character. No village father 
would grant such a request. "The expected reaction is 
refusal and punishment." 5 In granting the request the 
father does not sever relationships with his son 9 but 
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still holds out from his side the "hope of reconciliation". 
When the younger son "comes to himself 11 9 Bailey 
believes his repentance is not insincere. but "shallow". 
In deciding to ask to be a "hired servant" ()llCJ8los) 9 
he is certainly degrading/himself, for "hired servants" 
as opposed to family servants (ooUAOl) were not trusted 
and could be dismissed at any time. However. it is 
possible that the son thinks that by working for hire 
he will be able to repay his debt to his father. In 
thinking of a servant-master relationship with his father, 
he fails to accept the reality of sonship. He has not 
really faced up to the fact that he has broken his father's 
heart, and that things will not be right until true 
personal reconciliation takes place. 6 It may be that 
Bailey is being rather hard on the younger son here. 
His repentance appears to be very deep indeed. It i~ 
109 0 
not that he is refusing to face up to the responsibility 
of sonship, but rather that he believes that by his 
actions he has forfeited any right to be considered a 
son again. 
When the younger son returns, the story takes on 
a new poignancy, for nothing that follows bears any 
resemblance to the usual procedure in these circumstances. 
"The village knows the boy is in disgrace. Everyone 
expects the father to remain aloof while the boy makes 
his way through the village.o•• The son should then be 
obliged to sit for some time outside the gate, while 
the doorman asks if his father will let him in. After 
considerable time has passed he would be summoned. 
Punishment of some kind would be inevitable. 117 
But the father seeing his son from afar is moved 
with compassion (~nn~ayx0lo8n)~ and races (6pauwv) to 
meet him. 11 A man of his age and position always walks 
in a slow and dignified fashion •••• No villager over 
the age of 30 ever runs. But now the father races down 
the road. To do so, he must take the front edge of 
his robes in his hand like a teenager. When he does 
this, his undergarments show. All of this is fright-
fully shameful for him. The gang in the street will be 
distracted from tormenting the prodigal. Instead they 
will run after the father, amazed at seeing this old man 
shaming himself publicly. It is the very 1 compassion 1 
mentioned in the text that leads the father to race out 
to his son. He knows what his son will face in the 
village. He takes upon himself the shame and_ humiliation 
due to the prodigal. 118 KaTr::<tn>._nor::v: the father kisses 
his son "again and again" to demonstrate his forgiveness. 
When the son speaks, he offers only the first part 
of his prepared address. Did his father cut him off? 
Bailey thinks not. In view of what has happened the 
idea of becoming a hired servant, to repay the money, 
seems "blasphemous" 0 8 
The father 1 s subsequent actions all relrd'orcs hie 
total forgiveness and the re .. instatement of his son as 
son. The servants are to dress him~ thus expressing 
_th~_iE acceptance of him. The best robe Hill be one of 
the father 1 s ovm ~ and the ring is probably the family 
signet ring. Both denote a restoration of authority. 
In Genesis 41 v 41·42 Pharaoh gives Joseph a signet 
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ring as a symbol of newly conferred authority in Egypt. 
The shoes denote sonship. Slaves to barefoot. "The 
fatted calf is a grain~fed animal with high quality meat. 
Meat is a rare delicacy in the village. The highest 
honour that can be shown to any guest is to butcher a 
calf. 119 All this is done because the dead is "alive" 
and the lost 11 found 11 • The joy of this leads to total 
acceptance and restoration. 
Not so with the elder son. of course. When he hears 
what has happened. he is angry and reiuses to come inc 
One of this reasons for this is that it was the duty of 
the elder son to serve at table during a banquet. He 
would have had to offer the choice pieces of meat to his 
vagabond brother! But to refuse to come in was a 
personal insult to his father and his guests. His 
father is thus once again shamed publicly. 
Again the father's response is unexpected. Normally 
the son would be punished immediately or ignored and 
beaten later. Instead the father once again endures 
shame to plead with his son. Bailey points out the 
significance of the word Luke uses here. In verse 26 
the older son summons (npooKaAEOa~Evos) a youth to ask 
what is going on. We might expect the father to "summon" 
his son. Instead he "appeals". "entreats" (napEKaAE1) 
his older son, standing alongside (napa) him in an attempt 
to win him over. 10 
The older son's speech in verses 29-30 show that he 
too is a rebeL He ami ts the title 11 0 my father". thus 
administering another insult. His reference to service 
(cSoUAEUW 001) shows that he sees his relationship as 
that of servant to master. not of son to father. 
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Because of his 11 loyalty" he expects a reward. and is 
bitter that he has not been given it. whereas his 
younger brother has. He refers to "this son of yours". 
thus disowning his own relationship with his brother. 
and by implication refusing any sort of forgiveness. He 
is even willing to think the worst of his brother. He 
could not have known that he had spent his money on 
prostitutes ~ it is merely an expression of bitterness 
and envy. 
The father's reply is a model of courtesy and 
affectiono The word he uses for son. TEKVov. is a word 
of special tenderness and loveo Gently he reminds his 
son that the prodigal is "your brother". and repeats 
the point that rejoicing is in order when the lost are 
found o 1 1 
Here the story ends o tve do not knoH how the son 
responds. Perhaps. suggests Bailey. it ends here because 
the Cross has not yet happened. and there is still time 
for the religious bigots to repent. But in a play 
based on the parable. Bailey has the elder son beat his 
father. claiming that he has besmirched the family name 
in accepting the prodigal back without punishmento 12 
"Is not the end of the story the cross?" asks Bailey. 13 
Bailey calls his book The Cross and the Prodigal. 
It was written to try and answer the familiar Muslim 
criticism thatthis parable shows that the cross is not 
essential for God to forgive sinners. "Islam claims 
that in this story the boy is saved without a savior. 
The prodigal returnso The father forgives him. There 
is no cross. no suffering and no savior. If man seeks 
forgiveness. says Islam. God is merciful and will for-
give. The incarnation. the cross. and the resurrection 
are all quite unnecessary. If God is truly great, He 
can forgive without these things. The story of the 
prodigal son is for them proof that Christians have sadly 
perverted Christ's o1m message. 1114 Some "Christian" 
theologians have taken the same view. Paul Wernle of 
Basel says g "How miserably all those finely constructed 
theories of sacrifice and vicarious atonement crumble 
to pieces before this faith in the love of God our 
Fatherv who so gladly pardons~ The one parable of the 
Prodigal Son wipes them all off the slate. 1115 
Bailey contests this position. He maintains that 
the cross is present in the parable for those with eyes 
to see. 
The cross and incarnation are implicitly yet 
dramatically present in the story. More than 
this. the going out of the father and his 
visible demonstration of suffering are the 
climax of the parable. 
The suffering of the cross was not primarily 
the physical torture but rather the agony 
of rejected love. In this parable the father 
endures this agony all through the estrange-
ment. The very possibility of reconciliation 
is built on it. The father could have severed 
his relationship and put his heart at rest 
by forgetting that he ever had a son. His 
suffering would have gradually stoppedv but 
~at the same time the possibility of return 
would have vanished •••.• 
The father 1 s suffering from the beginning of 
their estrangement has no effect on the prod-
igal" He is not even aware of it. There 
must be a demonstration of his suffering 
visible to the son. Without this the son in 
his callousness will never discover the 
suffering of his father and will never 
understand that he is its cause. Without 
this physical demonstration the prodigal 
would return to the house as a servant. 
Quite likely he would gradually take on more 
and more of the characteristics of the older 
son. This physical demonstration of self-
emptying love in suffering is essential. 
Without it there can be no reconciliation. 
Is not this the story of the way of God with 
man on Golgotha? rr 1 6 
This point about the "physical demonstration of self-
emptying love" is amplified by Mackintosh. 
A forgiving disposition obtains no result as 
long as it is silentp quiescent. inactive. 
112. 
it bears fruit only when the message 
of reconciliation has been sent and delivered 
... the hand grasped. The point is that 
such acts are both declaratory and effective' 
they reveal what already existsp but also by 
the enacted revelation they call into being 
what is new and original. So the cross not 
merely disclosed the father's eternal 
attitude of willingness to pardon but produc-
ed in addition a new relationship. 17 
Later Mackintosh gives an even fuller answer to 
113. 
those who use the Prodigal Son to allege that forgive-
ness has no vital connexion with the death of Christ. 
First of all 9 he points out the cross is a moral necessity 
in its condemnation of sin. Secondly he points to the 
need for a visible demonstration of the pain of God in 
forgiveness. "The elec'tric current that pervades the 
whole wire flashes into light at its sensitive pointo 
so the timeless pain of God ove~uman evil becomes visible 
, 
in Christ's passion." Thirdly 9 we need the cross to 
induce penitenCe 9 and an earnest desire to be done with 
sin. 1 8 
This last point is also important. Moberl'~ 
-portrays the death of Christ as an act of "perfect penit-
ence" p the penitence mankind could not achieve. 19 But 
surely penitence is the one thing that God in Christ cannot 
do on our behalf. In our story 9 the prodigal was penitent 
but the older son was not. The father could plead 9 but 
he could not force that penitence. The cross induces 
penitence powerfully 9 decisively in a way that even a 
matchless story like ·the Prodigal Son cannot do unaided. 
One further point needs to be made. Luke chapter 
15 contains three parables. The first two 9 the parables 
of the Lost Sheep and the Lost Coin 9 describe another 
aspect of the human condition. Neither the sheep nor the 
coin could "come to themselves"p and make their own way 
home. They either had to be found or they were lost for-
ever. The cross is also the fulfilment of this insight 9 
of mankind hopelessly lost 9 and found by the Saviour 
who paid the ultimate price for his rescue mission. 
b) Jhe t~§~bing of Paul 
The parable of the Prodigal Son expresses for 
us the epitome of God 1 s forgiveness leading to personal 
reconciliation. Yet Jesus uses neither the v.JOrd "for .. 
giveness 11 " nor the word 11 reconciliationn. Paul uses 
a word-group to express God's forgiveness and reconciliat-
ion in a purely personal way- the aAAaOOW word-group. 20 
aAAaOOW- the simple verb means to 11 change 11 9 both in 
Classical and New Testament Greek. KaTaAAaoow- in secular 
Greek" the verb started as a monetary term" of exchanging 
something for money" and then more widely of exchanging 
one thing for another. Gradually its primary usage came 
to mean to "change from enmity to friendship". So we 
find Euripides" Sophocles. Xenophon and Thucidydes using 
the word in this sense. F.W. Dillistone notes that "the 
word is normally used in connection with breaches between 
those previously on terms 6f cl~se intimacy anJ friend-
ship." In a footnote" he adds that the force of the word 
is to "down the otherness 11 • 21 
The word~group only appears twice in the New Test-
ament apart from Paul. In Matthew 5 v 24 Jesus tells 
his disciple to be reconciled (olaAAayn8l) to his brother 
before offering his gift at the altar" and in Acts 7 v 26 
Stephen uses ouvaAAaoow of Moses's attempt to reconcile 
the two Jews who were fighting. Only once does Paul use 
the verb in a purely human context. In l Cor. 7 v ll 
he urges a woman to remain unmarried or be reconciled to 
her husband (KaTaAAaynTw). 
For Paul KaTaAAaOOW and its stronger form aTIOKaT-
aAAaOOW express primarily God's act of personal forgive-
ness and reconciliation with sinful man through the Cross 
of Christ. So. for instance. in Romans. although the 
thrust of Paul's message is expressed mainly in the lang-
uage of justification. we find the purely personal term-
inology of reconciliation coming through from time to time. 
Chapter 5 v 10~11. "For if. when we were God 1 s 
enewles. we were reconciled to him through the death 
of his Son; how much more. now that we are reconciled. 
shall we be saved by his life! But that is not all: 
we also exult in God through our Lord Jesus. through 
whom we have now been granted reconciliation (KaTa\\aynv). 
In Romans ll v 5. the vision 1-rid ens~ 11 For if their (the 
Jews 1 ) rejection has meant the reconciliation of the 
world (KaTa\\aynv Koo~ou). what will their acceptance 
mean?" 
In 2 Cor. 5 v l8-2Q Paul talks of reconciling us 
to himself (v l8L and also "the world 11 to himself (v 19). 
As in Romans God is the reconciler. man the reconciled. 
However. as F. Buchsel points out. man is not merely 
passive in reconciliation ~ he is active in his accept-
ance of the gift. In allowing man the freedom to accept 
or reject the reconciliation offered, God affirms that 
man ic a person, whosA co-operation is essential if 
reconciliation is to be complete. 22 R.P. Martin points 
to a difference between reconciliation and justification. 
"Reconciliation" he writes "is more fragile than justifi-
cation. since the Corinthians can turn their back on the 
former and need to be re-reconciled. (v 20). Paul never 
contemplates a reversal of justification or the over-
turning of either legal acquittal or royal amnesty. 1123 
Lastly Paul here points out that Godlllis given 
us (Christians) the ministry (olaKOVla) v 18. or message 
(\oyos) v 19. of reconciliation. The Cross in itself. 
uninterpreted and unproclaimed. does not necessarily 
convey that message of personal forgiveness and reconcili-
ation which is its primary purpose. Reconciliation is 
God's act. but ·-God needs man to bring it home to the 
hearts of men. 
In his later writings. Paul widens the conception 
of reconciliation. and uses an ever stronger form of the 
'l 
word-group - aTtoKaTa\\aOOElV. 
So in E2hesians 2 v 14-16 Paul sees the reconcili~ 
ation between man and God through the Cross as simulL-
aneously achieving reconciliation between Jew and 
Gentile. The barrier of hostility. symbolised by the 
dividing wall in the temple. has been broken down by 
Christ. as Jew and Gentile now approach God on an equal 
footing, His language could not be more forceful: v 16. 
"This was his purpose to reconcile (&noJ4CHCYAAet~n) both 
(Jew and Gentile) in a single body to God through the 
Cross. on which he killed the enmity," Thus divine and 
human forgiveness and reconciliation go hand in hand 
and cannot be separated. (Are there not echoes here of 
the parable of the Unmerciful Servant?) 
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In Colossians 1 v 20 the scope of reconciliation 
widens again. as Paul sees cosmic harmony achieved through 
the Cross. "Through him God chose to reconcile the whole 
universe to himself. making peace through the shedding 
of his blood upon the cross - to reconcile all things. 
whether on earth or in heaven. through him alone." 
At the conclusion of his discussion of reconciliation 
in Paul's theology. Martin claims that the thought-world 
of "reconciliation" gradually took over in Paul's mind 
from that of "justification" as he moved out to address 
Gentile audiences, He maintains that the categories of 
justification by faith. which were useful to express the 
rationale of new life in salvation to Jewish audiences. 
carried less weight with the cultured hellenistic world. 
·Here the affirmation of personal reconciliation with 
God and of the defeat of cosmic powers were what was 
needed to bring peace to troubled spirits. 24 
There is no need to enter the argument between Martin 
and Kasemann over the relative importance of the concepts 
of "justification" and "reconciliation". Quite clearly 
both are of vital significance to Paul. Hhere we may 
unequivocally side with Martin is when he traces a clear 
line between the teaching of Jesus and that of Paul in 
the matter of reconciliation. Martin's summary of this 
point is worth quoting. 
Paul's proclamation aims to call men and 
women into a network of personal relation-
ships with God and with one another that 
may be described under the single rubric of 
reconciliation. Even if Jesus 1 reported 
teaching used the word 'reconcile' only once 
(Matthew 5:24). it may be said that his 
announcement of life under the rule of God 
as his children, formerly outcasts but now 
reclaimed and restored to God's family, is 
exactly expressible in terms of a personal 
relationship to God as Father and King. 
Both Jesus and Paul are at one most clearly 
and cogently in their insistence on the 
human predicament and what God has accomplish-
ed to welcome truant children from their dis-
grace into a new relationship with himself 
that then becomes the paradigm and model 
for life in society, whether such model is 
called the Kingdom of God or the church" 
This single observation, we may claim, is 
what really binds Jesus and Paul together, 
and provides a justification for our study 
of :cecon cilia tion shown to be the shared 
ingredient in both Jesus' and Paul 1 s wiuistry" 26 
One may add this: the aim of Part II has been to 
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show that there is more than one 11 shared ingredient" in 
the teaching of Jesus and Paul on the subject of forgive-
ness. Although there is a great divergence in the 
prominence given to the key word-groups a¢ln~1. OlKalOW 
and KaTa\\aoow, their thinking about forgiveness over-
laps significantly. For Jesus the "release from debt" 
terminology is prominent compared with that of Paul. 
The reverse is true of the 11 justification 11 terminology. 
-With regard to our last category, there is no linguistic 
overlap at all, since Jesus never uses the KaTa\\aoow 
group of God's forgiveness. However, there is a clear 
connection between the Parable of the Prodigal Son and 
Paul's writing about reconciliation. Both focus un-
equivocally on a personal God, personally hurt by sin, 
personally bearing that hurt and winning men back to 
himself at personal cost. Both the parable and Paul's 
writing about reconciliation show a vulnerability on 
the part of God which is far less evident than in the 
ll8o 
other two categorieso It is interesting to note that 
in 2 Cor o 5 v 2 0 Paul ::; a y s ~ "I t i s as if G c i \-Jere 
appealing to you through us: in Christ's name we implore 
you, be reconciled to God~" The word Paul uses for 
11 appealing 11 7fetparcaA.ouvTES is exactly the same that Jesus 
used of the father appealing to the older son to come 
into the banqueto (Lko 15 v 28) 
The love of Godmakes its appeal through the Grosso 
But it cannot compel a response" Forgiveness is offered 9 
but it cannot become reconciliation until it is welcomed 
and received" Jesus and Paul were one both in their 
deep conviction of the reality of God's forgiveness 
for all mankind. but also in their sad recognition that 
it can be refusedo 
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CONCLUSION 
We must now try to dr~w together our discoveries 
about the nature of human and divine forgiveness, and 
distinguish their differences and similarities. 
God, being righteous and good, never deceives 
himself. So false forgiveness, as we described it in 
human life, is not part of his experience. Nor does he 
confuse understanding or tolerance with forgiveness. 
l2L 
God is infinitely understanding and patient - "long·· 
suffering" is the biblical phrase - but his forgiveness 
is demanding. God neverlets us go, but he never lets us 
off. The forgiveness of God also lacks some of the 
ambiguity of human forgiveness, where mutual forgiveness 
is so often required and the rights and wrongs of the 
situation are often by no means clear. 
On the other hand, He can see that the insights 
gained from philosophy, psychology and literature into 
human forgiveness ::Jbed light upon characterist.i~R of for·· 
giveness that we hold in common with God. 
Firstly, we affirm categorically that forgiveness 
is from first to last a personal activity. Only a personal 
being in a personal relationship with another person can 
be truly said to forgive. It follows that we can only 
talk of God's forgiveness at all if we maintain that God 
is Father of all mankind, from the outset, and does not 
become Father by virtue of the Cross of Christ. Likewise 
we can only talk of human forgiveness in the context of 
a personal relationship which has been severed by a 
personal wrong. 
Secondly, forgiveness has to do with feelings. Of 
course words and actions are usually involved as well, 
but without a feeling of forgiveness, there is no forgive-
ness "from the heart 11 • In two of our three parables, 
those of the unmerciful servant and the prodigal son, the 
point of forgiveness is expressed by the same Greek word 
OTIAayxvl~owal (Matthew 18 v 27 and Lk. 15 v 20). This is 
a graphic word, for the OTIAayxva are the "inner parts, 
especially the hearts 9 lungs and liver" 2 thought by 
the ancients to be the seat of feellugs. So lu ouT 
modern parlance. the kine (in the Matthew parable) and 
the father (in the Lucan parable) are hit by a "gut 11 
reaction. There is no real forgiveness of major wrongs 
either for God or man. unless the emotions are deeply 
stirred. 
The next point follows on. Forgiveness is costly. 
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Just as there is no cheap grace. there is no cheap 
forgiveness. We have seen the costliness of forgiveness 
in the lives o;human beings. The Cross shows us the 
costliness of forgiveness in the life of God. The pain 
which comes from first confronting and then forgiving a 
really deep injury is dramatically portrayed on Calvary. 
Although we humans will not have anything of that mag~ 
nitude to endure 9 we cannot expect to be spared the pain 
involved in a genuine act of forgiveness. 
Further forgiveness is risky. It cannot be equated 
with reconciliation. which is its proper end. for it may 
be refused 9 or abused. The unmerciful servant forfeited 
his forgiveness because he misunderstood its meaning. 
The Pharisee in the parable felt no need to ask for for-
giveness. The elder brother (perhaps) refused his 
father's appeal 9 thinking himself wronged. whereas he 
was himself in the wrong. Forgiveness reaches out to 
the wrong-doer with an appeal of love. but that love 
may be rejected. The Cross is God's appeal for penitence 9 
but the risk of rejection is as real as was the actual 
rejection exemplified by the crucifixion of the Son of 
God. 
Finally. forgiveness is a necessity 9 both for God 
and man. We have seen that human beings have a psycholo-
gical and spiritual need to forgive and to be forgiven 
at a purely human level. In our relationship with God. 
we need to be forgiven. Without forgiveness 9 man is 
forever in debt to God; without forgiveness 9 mankind is 
l23o 
forever unrighteous; without forgiveness, man is forever 
unreconciledo There is no hope of a filial relation · 
ship without the continual experience of the forgiveness 
of sinso 
By the same token. to forgive is a necessity for 
Godo He created mankind nin his image" • to enjoy a 
relationship of love and sonshipo Man has marred that 
relationship through sino Mere pardon will not restore 
it. any more than the younger son becoming a "hired 
servant" would have restored the relationship with his 
fathero Only the deeply personal. infinitely painful 
and ultimately risky act of forgiveness achieved for 
all time on Calvary's tree could satisfy God 1 s need to 
be restored to perfect harmony with the pinnacle of 
his creationo 
Note 
l. Liddell and Scott ~ G_re_S'J_k-Erlj~l_i_~h __ Lexi_9.2fl. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE TEACHTNG OF .TF.SUS ON HUMAN FORr,TVF.NF.SS 
The teaching of Jesus about forgiveness as such 
concerns relationships between brothers, that is, family, 
friends and associates. Jesus is not recorded as having 
instructed his disciples specifically to forgive their 
enemies. But we should not conclude from this that 
forgiveness of enemies was not part of his plan for his 
disciples. On the contrary, his instructions concerning 
enemies show that forgiveness of injuries is included as 
part of an attitude of unconquerable benevolence towards 
them. Matthew 6 v 39 reads. "Do not set yourself against 
the man who wrongs you." This command is followed by 
the injunction to turn the other cheek" to give coat as 
well as shirt 9 and to "go the extra mile" for the hated 
Roman who unjustly requisitions the disciple's services 
(Mt. 6 v 39~42). 
Next comes the striking statement~ "Love your 
enemies and pray for your persecutors." (v 44) The 
Lucan version adds: "Do good to those who hate you~ 
bless those who curse you" (6 v 28). We note the 
thoroughgoing nature of Christ's command. It includes 
a response of love that is in thought (pray). word (bless) 
and deed (do good). Such action is not to wait upon 
repentance, but is to issue immediately in response to 
those who injure by thought (hate)" word (curse) and deed 
(persecute), This thoroughgoing benevolence surely 
embodies the concept of forgiveness as we have outlined 
it in preceding sections. 
The absence of any requirement of repentance. 
which might appear questionable. is made good when we 
turn to the teaching of Jesus about forgiveness between 
brethren, However, what strikes us again most forcibly 
is the very high priority that Jesus places upon the 
act of forgiveness. Matt. 5 v 23-24: "If when you are 
bringing your gift to the alter. you suddenly remember 
that your brother has a grievance against you. leave 
your gift where it is before the altar. First go and 
make your peace with your brother, and only then come 
back and offer your gift." T.W. Manson comments~ 
"The Jewish rule 9 where a man has begun to carry out 
one religious obligation and remembers another. is that 
the more important duty takes precedence. So to a Jew, 
Jesus is saying that reconciliation is more important 
than sacrifice. 11 In sayinc; this Jesus was actually 
endorsing Jewish teaching. "For transgressions that are 
between man and God the day of Atonement effects atone-
ment9 but for transgressions that are between a man and 
his fellow the Day of Atonement affects atonement only 
if he has appeased his fellow." (Yoma 8:9) 1 
Again Jesus tells those who are praying to forgive 
anyone they have a grievance against (Mark ll v 25). 
If we take the two passages together we conclude that 
an approach to God in sacrifice or prayer should be 
vreceded by human reconciliation, either actual (Matthew) 
or in the mind of the one praying (Mark). It is intere-
sting that in the first case Jesus is addressing the 
wrongdoer, in the second 9 the one who has been wronged, 
but his injunction is the same - "Be reconciled". 
Such reconciliation, where brethren are involved, 
is a two-way transaction. The brother in the wrong 
must repent. This is brought out clearly in Lk. 17 v 3 
"If your brother wrongs you, reprove him; and if he 
repents, forgive him." In Matthew 18 v 15-17 we have a 
more detailed account: "If your brother commits a sin, 
go and take the matter up with him, strictly between 
yourselves, and if he listens to you, you have won your 
brother pver. If he will not li~ten, take one or two 
others with you, so that all facts may be established 
on the evidence of two or three witnesses. If he 
refuses to listen to them 9 report the matter to the 
congregation; and if he will not listen even to the 
congregation, you must then treat him as you would a 
pagan or tax-gatherer." 
Most manuscripts add Els; OE "against you". thus 
making clear that this is a private dispute between two 
individuals. Although this interpretation is not cert-
ain, if it is correct, it shows the care and attention 
needed within the Christian community to correct a dis-
located relationship, and the importance Jesus attached 
to communal harmony. 
Jesus is equally clear about the need for persever-
ance in forgiveness. In Matthew 18 v 21-22 we have 
Peter asking: "Lord, how often am I to forgive my 
brother if. he goes on wronging me? As many as seven 
times?" Jesus replied: "I do not say seven times, I 
say seventy times seven." In Luke 17 v 4 he tells his 
disciples: "Even if (your brother) wrongs you seven 
times in a day and comes back to you saying 'I am sorry', 
you are to forgive him." 
By far the most prominent theme of Jesus' teaching 
about human forgiveness is its intimate relationship 
with divine forgiveness. The only part of the Lord 1 s 
prayer which is amplified at its conclusion is the 
petition: "Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debt-
ors" (Matt. 6 v 12 RSV). Matthew 6 v 14-15 read "For if 
you forgive others the wrongs they have done, your 
heavenly Father will also forgive you; but if you do not 
forgive others, then the wrongs you have done will not be 
forgiven by your Father. 11 Mark ll v 25: "And when you 
stand praying, if you have a grievance against anyone, 
forgive him, so that your Father in heaven may forgive 
you the wrongs you have done." Luke 6 v 37-38 provides 
a variant on the same theme: "Pass no judgement and 
you will not be judged; do not condemn and you will not 
be condemned, acquit and you will be acquitted." So 
also ~1atthew 5 v 7 "How blest are those who show mercy; 
mercy shall be shown to them." 
Again the reason for loving enemies and praying 
for persecutors is that it mirrors the love of God. Matt. 
5 v 44-45 reads "But what I tell you is this: Love your 
enemies and pray for your persecutors; only so can 
you be children of your heavenly Father, who makes his 
sun rise on good and bad alike. and sends the rain on 
the honest and the dishonesto 11 
The most explicit and thoroughgoing exposition of 
the inalienable link between human and divine forgive-
ness comes in Matta 18 v 23-35o It is the parable of 
the Unmerciful Servanto What it teaches about human 
forgiveness is that it is not an option - it is a 
11 must 11 o A man who will not forgive his brother a wrong. 
however large it may seem to him. will not be forgiven 
the far larger wrongs he has committed against Godo 
And that forgiveness must not simply be a matter of wordso 
Jesus commands his followers to forgive~ "from your 
heartso 11 (v 35) 
So human forgiveness. which we are seeking to under-
stand. in all its complexity. heartache. costliness and. 
at times. baffling ambiguity. is an essentiaJ for human 
beingso We cannot enjoy God 1 s forgiveness unless we are 
prepared to forgive everyone everythingo Even if we 
feel that we cannot. we know we must t~yo 
God does not make our forgiveness of others a pre-
condition of his forgivenesso In the story. the king 
forgives firsto So God's forgiveness is conditional 
only in the sense that we recognise the obligation to 
forgive others as part of its meaning. A failure to 
forgive shows that we have not understood the difference 
. between 11 being forgiven 11 and 11 being let off 11 • Forgiving 
others is thus a post-condition of God's forgiveness. 
a necessity if we are to continue within the sphere of 
God's graceo 
Note 
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APPENDIX B 
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11 A bar of Sha.uuw 11 f:r-om The Seed and the Sower by 
taur-en s van der Post. 
11 A bar of Shadov-1 11 is a short story about the 
relationship between two men 9 Hara. an officer in a 
Japanese prisoner of war camp. and Lawrence. a British 
prisoner. 
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The first part of the story concerns their relation-
ship during the war. Hara was callous and brutal. 
frequently administering summary execution or prolonged 
beatingso Lawrence was often beaten savagely by him. 
One night he was taken from his cell. where he was 
kept in solitary confinement. into the presence of the 
dreaded Hara. But instead of a beating. Lawrence was 
released into the company of his compatriots. (p.l9) 
11 Tonight I am Fazeru Kurisumasu! 11 It was Christmas. 
and Hara had somehow heard of Father Christmas and wanted 
to show an act of gencrooity at Christmastime~ After 
the war. Lawrence discovered that this act saved his life 
as he was due to be executed on December 27th. 
After the war. Hara was put vn trial for war crimes. 
One of the survi~ors of the camp. an RAF officer called 
Hicksley-Ellis was 11 truly. implacably bitter and venge-
ful11 and 11 gave his evidence with such a malign relish 
and fury that Hara never had a hope of a mitigated 
sentence. let alone acquittal. 11 
Lawrence on the other hand spoke up for Hara. point-
ing out that he had saved his life. but to no avail. 
Hara made no effort to defend himself. except to say 
that he had tried never to do more nor less than his 
duty. Later he explained to Lawrence what he meant. 
11 I have punished you and killed your people. but I 
punished you and killed you no more than I would have 
done if you were Japanese in my charge who had behaved 
in the same way. I was kinder to you. in fact. than I 
would have been to my own people. kinder to you all than 
many others." 
Hls meaning is illuminated by a conversation he 
had had with Lawrence once in the prison~ "Why 
Rorensu. 11 he exclaimed fiercely at last. "Why are you 
alive! I would like you better if you were dead. How 
could an officer of your rank ever have allowed himself 
to fall alive in our hands? How can you bear the 
disgrace? Why don't you kill yourself?" 
Lawrence explains to Hara that to the British to 
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be taken a prisoner had to be accepted and that suicide 
was a cowardly way out. Hara cannot understand this -
he regards himself as already dead, having dedicated his 
spirits to his ancestors before joining the war. 
So when the death sentence was pronounced, Hara 
accepts it gladly, raising his hands above his head as 
a sign of victory. Lawrence explains~ 
He had always felt even when he was in Japan 
that the Japanese were a people in a profound, 
inverse. reverse, or if I preferred it. even 
perverse sense. more in love with death than 
living. As a nation they romanticized death 
and self-destruction as no other people. The 
romantic fulfilment of the national ideal. of 
the heroic thug of tradition. was often a 
noble and stylized self-destruction in a 
selfless cause. It was as if the individual 
at the start, at birth even, rejected the 
claims of his own individuality. Henceforth 
he was inspired not by individual human 
precept and example so much as by his inborn 
sense of the behaviour of the corpuscles in 
his own blood dying every split second in 
millions in defence of the corporate whole. 
As a result they were socially not unlike a 
more complex extension of the great insect 
societies in lifeo In fact in the days 
when he lived in Japan, much as he liked 
the people and country, his mind always 
returned involuntarily to this basic comparison: 
the just parallel was not an animal one. was 
not even the most tight and fanatical horde. 
but an insect one: collectively they were 
a sort of super-society of bees with the 
Emperor as a male queen-bee at the centre. 
He did not want to exaggerate these things 
but he knew of no other way of making me 
realise how strangely~ almost CDsmically 9 
propelled like an eccentric and dying 
comet on an archaic 9 anti-clockwise and 
fore-doomed course 9 Hara 1 s people had 
been. They were so committed 9 blindly 
and mindlessly entangled in their real 
and imagined past that their view of 
life was not synchronised to our urgent 
time. Above all they could not respond 
to the desperate twcntieth"century call 
for greater and more precise individual 
differentiation. 
Lawrence 9 then 9 understands the cultural divide. 
Even in prison he felt sorry for Hara. "He was born in 
a cage~ a prisoner in an oubliette of mythology 9 chained 
to bars welded by a great blacksmith of the ancient 
gods themselves." The Japanese were "a people whose 
spiritual and mental umbilical cord with the past was 
uncut. 11 
After the trial Lawrence is summoned by Hara to 
his cell. He arrives on the night before his execution. 
Because of his perception of life 9 and his belief that 
the brutality of his war-time behaviour was fully 
justified 9 Hara does not accept the reason for his death. 
Could Lawrence explain? But Lawrence is at a loss. 
1 I didn 1 t know what to say.' Lawrence 
turned to me with a gesture of despair. 
'He was only asking me what I had asked 
myself ever since these damned war-trials 
began. I honestly did not understand 
myself. I never saw the good of them. 
It seemed to me just as wrong for us now 
to condemn Hara under a law which had 
never been his 9 of which he had never 
even heard. as he and his masters had been 
to punish and kill us for transgressions 
of the code of Japan that was not ours. 
It was not as if he had sinned against his 
own lights: if ever a person had been true 
to himself and the twilight glimmer in him 9 
it was this terrible little man. He 
may have done wrong for the right reasons 
but how could it be squared by us now 
doing right in the wrong way. No punish-
ment I could think of could restore the 
past 9 could be more futile and more 
calculated even to give the discredited 
past a new lease of life in the 
present than this sort of uncompreh~ 
ending and uncomprehended vengeance! 
I didn 1 t lrn O\v what the hell to say! 1 
Lawrence shows his own understanding and forgive~· 
ness by saying that if he had his way he would let 
him out and send him straight back to his family. But 
Hara needs more. "So what atll I to do?" (Hara said). 
Lawrence could only say~ 1 You can 
try to think only with all your 
heart 9 Hara~san 9 that unfair and 
unjust as this thing which my people 
are doing seems to you 9 that it is 
done only to try and stop the kind 
of things that happened between us in 
the war from ever happening again. 
You can say to yourself as I used to 
say to my despairing men in prison 
under you: "There is a way of winning 
by losing 9 a way of victory in defeat 
which we are going to discover." 
Perhaps that too must be your way to 
understanding and victory now. 1 
1 That 9 Rorencu oan 9 1 he oaid 9 with the 
quick intake of breath of a Japanese 
when truly moved 9 1 is a very Japanese 
thought.' 
Finally Hara refers to his release of Lawrence. 
"I gave you a good Kurisumasu once didn't I?" Lawrence 
agrees. "Can I take it with me all the way? ..• Is 
it good enough to go even where I am going?" "Yes: much 
as circumstances seem to belie it"p Lawrence answeredp 
"it is good enough to take all the way and beyond." Hara 
is satisfied. He calls out "Merry Kurisumasu" p and his 
·face and eyes display a man who has found peace. 
But this expression makes Lawrence want to go back. 
"Half of himself 9 a deep, instinctive 9 natural 9 impulsive 
half 9 wanted to go back 9 clasp Hara in his arms 9 kiss him 
goodbye on the forehead and say: 
We may not be able to stop and undo 
the hard old wrongs of the great world 
outside 9 but through you and me no 
evil shall come either in the unknown 
where you are going 9 or in this imperfect 
and haunted dimension of awareness 
through which I move. Thus between us, 
we shall cancel out all private and 
personal evil 9 thus arrest private 
and personal consequcnccc to blind 
action and reaction 9 thus prevent 
specifically the general incomprehens~ 
ion and misunderstanding 9 hatred and 
revenge of our time from spreading 
furthero 
l34o 
But the words would not be uttered and half of him9 the 
conscious half of the officer at the door with a critical9 
alert sentry at his side held him powerless on the thresh-
old. So for the last time the door shut on Hara and his 
golden grin. 
But all the way back to town that last 
expression on Hara 1 s face travelled 
at Lawrence's side. He was filled 
with regret that he had not gone back. 
What was this ignoble half that had 
stopped him? If only he had gone back 
he felt now he might have changed the 
whole course of history. For was not 
that how great things began in the tiny 
seed of the small change in the troubled 
in~jvi~uaJ heart? One single 9 lonely 
inexperienced heart had to change first 
and all the rest would follow? One 
true change in one humble 9 obedient and 
contrite individual heart humble enough 
to accept without intellectual question 
the first faint stirring of the natural 
spirit seeking flesh and blood to 
express it 9 humble enough to live the 
new meaning before thinking it, and all 
the rest would have followed as day the 
night 9 and one more archaic cycle of 
hurt 9 hurt avenged and vengeance 
revenged would have been cut for ever. 
He felt he had failed the future and 
his heart went to dim and black on him 
that abruptly he pulled up the car by 
a palm-grove on the edge of the sea. 
Lawrence hears a cock crow and feels like Peter 9 
the betrayer of Jesus. "He felt he had betrayed the 
sum of all the Christmases." He turns the car round and 
goes back to the prison 9 but it is too late. Dawn has 
broken and Hara is already hanged. The story ends with 
the poignant question "Must we always be too late?" 
This is a fascinating story. It shows the meeting 
of two cultures. and the effort of the representative 
of one to enter into the experience of the nthnr, It 
shoHs hotv understanding of motive can lead to forgiven 
ness of terribJe wrong. 
We see the contrast between the uncomprehending 
vengefulness of Hicksley .. Ellis and the compassionate 
understanding of Lawrence. We see a questioning of war 
trials as 11 un compreh ending and un comprehended vengeance". 
As such the sentence on Hara is "unfair and unjust". 
Both Lawrence and Hara grapple with its meaning. and 
finally Lawrence's answer brings understanding and peace 
to Hara. but Lawrence himself feels that he has betrayed 
the man he came to help. 
The final scene between Lawrence and Hara is 
superb. It is full of surprises, for both men fail to 
act in the way we might expect. 
First of all, we have been given to believe that Hara 
is completely convinced that his brutalities were no less 
than the British deserved. He had done his duty. and by 
his own lights his conduct was unexceptionable. Yet his 
allusion to 11 giving Lawrence a good Christmas" indicates 
a different morality entirely. For this morality is that 
of compassion rather than duty, of respect for an enemy 
rather than contempt. More than that, it is this un-
Japanese behaviour which Hara wants to take with him as 
a deed of honour into the life beyond! So Hara does in 
fact begin to transcend the morality of his forbears, 
·and give the lie to Lawrence's belief that he was "chain-
ed to bars welded by a great blacksmith of the ancient 
gods themselves. 11 
Secondly, Lawrence does not seem to be content with 
Hara 1 s new-found peace. He longs for bodily contact. a 
more personalised reconciliation which will seal his 
forgiveness. and in some way counteract the misunderstand-
ing so clearly demonstrated by the war trials. Because 
he cannot bring himself to make this physical gesture he 
feels he has betrayed his "friend". 
J.36o 
But this viewpoint has its ironyo Lawrence is 
supposed to understand Japanese cultureo Yet we learn 
early in the story how references to "kiss" and "kissing 11 
were an abomination to Hara (pol2)o This is confirmed 
in a later story when Colliers, the South African, 
insults Yonoi, the Japanese, by kissing him on both 
cheeks in front of his meno So if Lawrence had kissed 
Hara on the forehead, as he wanted to, he might have 
destroyed the very harmony of spirit which he had enabled 
Hara to findo 
Finally, Lawrence saw his proposed action as symbolic 
of reconciliation between two alien peoples and alien 
cultureso He felt that such a gesture might "change the 
course of history 11 o Now one should not underestimate 
the value of symbolic gestures, or the seed that can be 
sown by themo But it is hard to believe that the embrace 
of one Briton and one Japanese in a lonely prison cell 
could have done much except forfue two people involvedo 
Lawrence is magnifying the importance of the occasion 
and hence his sense of betrayalo For Hara, there is 
no betrayal and no failureo He is not only at peace 
with Lawrence, but with himselfo Sometimes, as in this 
case, to be "too late" is exactly what is requiredo 
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